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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems are becoming a prevalent feature of our society. Complicated devices 
such as computers and airplanes and networks like telephone networks and various 
electronic networks are examples of systems. These systems are built with various 
components to perform specified tasks. It is often impossible to assure that the 
systems will perform the tasks for which they are designed. Failure of components 
due to causes difficult to anticipate and impossible to prevent may lead to the failure 
of the entire system. 
The importance and utility of a system depend on its performance, and its per­
formance depends on its design. An common measure of performance is reliability. 
The reliability of a system is defined as the probability that it will perform the task 
for which it is designed. Reliability problems have become more and more important, 
especially for complex and high technology systems. They are particularly critical 
when there are concerns over the consequences of system failure in terms of safety 
and cost. The tragedy of the space shuttle Challenger is a good example. 
Because system is a broad concept and many systems are large in size and com­
plicated in design, it is virtually impossible to develop universal theories for gen­
eral systems. Therefore, researchers have been concentrating on systems with spe­
cial structures, for example, series systems, parallel systems, series-parallel systems. 
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parallel-series systems. Â;-out-of-ra systems, consecutive-A'-out-oi'-n systems, and com­
plex systems. 
Recently, there has been considerable interest in the A:-out-of-n:F systems, the 
A;-out-of-n:G systems, the consecutive-t-out-of-m:F systems, and the consecutive-t-
out-of-n:G systems. X k-oui-o{-n:G system is good if and only if at least k of its n 
components are good. X A:-out-of-n:F system fails if and only if at least k of its n 
components fail. A consecutive-fc-out-of-n:F system is a sequence of n ordered com­
ponents such that the system works if and only if less than k consecutive components 
fail. A consecutive-A:-out-of-n:G system consists of an ordered sequence of n compo­
nents such that the system works if and only if at least k consecutive components 
in the system are good. The consecutive-/j-out-of-n systems are further divided into 
linear systems and circular systems corresponding to the cases that the components 
are ordered along a line and a circle, respectively. Many researchers have focused on 
these special systems mainly because (1) such systems are more general than pure 
parallel or pure series systems. (2) some interconnection networks can be handled 
using this technique, and (3) they are frequently encountered in practice. 
A;-out-of-n:F and consecutive-A:-out-of-«:F systems become series systems when 
k = I and parallel systems when k = n. A:-out-of-n.:G systems and consecutive-A;-out-
of-7i:G systems become series systems when k = n and parallel systems when A- = 1. 
A A:-out-of-n:F system is equivalent to an (n — A)-out-of-n:G system. 
.A.n airplane with four engines can be modeled as a 3-out-of-4:G system. It could 
happen that three out of four engines operational during a certain flight would not 
be disastrous but the loss of one more engine would be [7]. .A.s another example, 
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consider a large truck equipped with eight tires. This is an example of a 4-out-of-
8;G system. Although the system performance may be degraded if less than eight 
tires are operational, rearrangement of the tire configuration will result in adequate 
performance as long as at least four tires are operational [.391. In a communication 
network, it may be necessary to have at least k nodes operational to keep the network 
connected. 
There exist many applications of the consecutive-A'-out-of-n:F systems. One ex­
ample is the system of street lights. If less than k consecutive lights are out. this 
system with n lights has not failed to light the way adequately [16!. telecommu­
nications system with n relay stations is also a good application of such systems. 
Suppose that the stations numbered consecutively from 1 to n are lined up and the 
signal transmitted from a station is only strong enough to reach the next k stations. 
Therefore, the signal relayed will be interrupted if and only if at least k consecu­
tive stations fail [19]. Another example of consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F systems is an oil 
pipeline system with n pump stations. Each station is powerful enough to send oil 
as far as to the next A; stations. If less than k consecutive stations fail, the flow of oil 
will not be interrupted and the pipeline system will still function properly il9j. 
In quality control lot acceptance sampling, a consecutive-A-out-of-n system con­
cept is also applicable. If consecutive k out of n lots are rejected under normal 
sampling scheme, tightened sampling scheme becomes effective. If consecutive k out 
of n lots are accepted under tightened sampling, normal sampling returns. If consec­
utive k out of n lots are rejected under tightened sampling, inspection is discontinued 
and the products are rejected. 
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An example of the consecutive-fc-out-of-n :G system is a railway station of n lines. 
Because of some particular requirements, a special train can enter the station only if 
at least A* consecutive lines are available 48i. 
The configuration of a linear consecutive-3-out-of-6:F system is given in Fig­
ure 1.1. .An example of the consecutive-A;-out-of-«:G system is depicted in Figure 1.2. 
It is a linear consecutive-2-out-of-7:G system 79]. 
This research reviews the reliability evaluation of the A-out-of-n systems and the 
reliability evaluation and optimal system design of the consecutive-A'-out-of-n systems, 
investigates the properties of the A'-out-of-n and consecutive-t-out-of-n systems, and 
then concentrates on the optimal design of the consecutive-A:-out-of-n systems. In­
variant optimal configurations are obtained for some consecutive-A'-out-of-n systems 
and a heuristic method is provided for other consecutive-A-out-of-n systems where 
invariant optimal configurations do not exist. Case studies are provided to illustrate 
the applications of the theoretical results developed. 
In 
Figure 1.1: A linear consecutive-3-out-of-6:F system 
0 
Out 
Figure 1.2: A linear consecutive-2-out-of-7:G system 
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF k-OUT-OF-n SYSTEMS 
Reliability evaluation of a system deals with computing or approximating the 
probability that the system functions as it is intended. The system configuration 
may be represented by a diagram, a list of paths, or a list of cuts. A logic function 
is derived from this configuration: then a probability formula is generated from the 
logic function. The system's reliability is obtained by substituting the component 
reliabilities into the formula. The classical method of generating such a formula is 
the inclusion-exclusion method (IE). 
During the 1970s, an important development resulted in methods to derive the 
logic, generate the formula, and compute the reliability. In 1973, Fratta and Mon-
tanari [29] published an algorithm for the Sum of Disjoint Products (SDP). which 
is applicable for any system reliability evaluation problem. In 1979. Abraham ill 
published an improved version of SDP. Because system reliability evaluation is very 
complicated, a general efficient algorithm is hard or impossible to find. In the 1980s, 
improvements were made to IE and SDP methods for reliability evaluations of k-
out-of-n systems. Some new algorithms were also developed for Aï-out-of-n system 
reliability evaluations. This chapter reviews the developments on system reliability 
of the /î-out-of-n systems. 
I 
Assumptions. Notation, and Definitions 
Assumptions 
1. Components of the system are numbered from 1 to n. 
2. Each component and the system is either good or failed. 
3. The state of the system is determined completely by the states of the compo­
nents. 
4. The components are statistically independent. 
Notation 
n number of components in the system 
k minimum number of good (failed) components required for a 
fc-out-of-n:G (Â;-out-of-n:F) system to be good (failed) 
$ a null set 
- summation or union when the two sets are disjoint 
El the event that component / is good 
El the event that component i  is failed 
P I  Pt(Ei ), reliability of component i  
q i  P t(E i), unreliability of component i ,  q j  =  I  —  p i  
E ^ n  { 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . . « }  
xi indicator of the state of the ith component 
I" 0 : it is failed 
^i = \  
I 1 : it is good 
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A' indicator of the state of the set of components. , A' = (.pj. .ro......I'/j ) 
me an even integer number 
mo an odd integer number 
0(X) structure function of the system 
(0 : the system is failed 1 : the system is good 
m ji number of minimal paths in the system 
>V(^> number of minimal cuts in the system 
Ti minimal path i.  i G 
C'l minimal cut i.  i G 
^jD ^jD ^ ^jD i < j 
Di the event that minimal path i.  is good, i.e., all its components are 
good, i € Y"! 
B i  the event that minimal cut i ,  C [ ,  is failed, i.e., all its components are 
failed, i  €  =  C ' t j  
Rs system reliability 
U.S system unreliability. Us = 1 - iZs 
Rm estimate of Rs at step m 
Urn estimate of Us at step m 
II / II number of elements in set I or cardinality of I 
MTj { / I  /  C  i V r n p ,  i l / ' I  =  i }  
MCj {7| / c Z \'m^Mi|/ | |=i}  
N j  { I \ I C K n . \ \ I \ \ = j }  
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Definitions 
The structure function o of a system is a binary function of the states of the 
components [27'. 
The ith component is irrelevant to the structure o if o is consistent in that is. 
o(lj-,A') = o(Oj.A'). Otherwise, the tth component is relevant. Here we have used 
the notation: 
( I j ,  A " )  =  ( . T ^  )  
(Oj',A') = (.r^,.... r„ ) 
An irrelevant component has no contribution to the system's performance. For ex­
ample. component 2 is irrelevant to the structure pictured in Figure 2.1. 
A system of components is coherent if (a) its structure function o is non-decreasing 
in A', i.e., o( A2) > ) if .Yo > A']^, and (b) each component is relevant. Let us 
assume that the structure (C,c») is coherent. Define C'o(-Y) = {i ' xi = 0} and 
(p(A') = o(,ci..r2 vn ) 
Figure 2.1: An example of an irrelevant component 
C'lfA") = {/ I x-i = 1}. 
A path vector is a vector A' such that o(X) = 1. The corresponding path set is 
C'^CA'). A minimal path vector \s a path vector A' such that 
Y < X - 0(1') = 0. 
The corresponding minimal path set is C']^(A'). Physically, a minimal path set is a 
minimal set of elements whose functioning insures the functioning of the system. 
A cut vector is a vector X such that o(A') = 0. The corresponding cut set is 
C'o(A'). A minimal cut vector is a cut vector A' such that 
Y  >  X  -  o { Y )  =  1. 
The corresponding minimal cut set is CQ(.Y). Physically, a minimal cut vector is a 
minimal set of elements whose failure causes the failure of the system. 
In the above definitions, by .Yg > we mean .eg; > for i = l,2,...,n. By 
Y < X, we mean y{ < j; for i = with yi < for at least one i. 
System Reliability Evaluation 
A A:-out-of-«:G system is good if and only if at least k of its n components are 
good. It is failed if and only if less than k of its n components are good, i.e.. if at least 
n — A' + 1 of its M components are failed. A A;-out-of-n:F system is failed if and only 
if at least k of its n components are failed. Therefore, that a A;-out-of-n:G system is 
good is equivalent to that an (n — k + l)-out-of-n:F system is good, provided that 
these two systems have the same set of components. Similarly argued, a A!-out-of-n:F 
system is equivalent to an (n — A; -f l)-out-of-n:G system. As a result, we can always 
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select one system instead of the other to work with in order to make the reliability 
evaluation more efficient. 
For methods using minimal paths or minimal cuts to compute the system's reli­
ability, we have the following arguments. A A;-out-of-n:G system is good if and only 
if at least one minimal path is good: an {n — k + l)-out-of-n:F system is failed if 
and only if at least one minimal cut is failed. There are (jj) minimal paths in a 
t-out-of-n:G system and minimal cuts in a (r? - ^  -i- l)-out-of-n:F system. 
The complexities for the reliability and unreliability evaluations are the functions of 
the number of minimal paths and the number of minimal cuts, respectively. Since a 
A'-out-of-n:G system is equivalent to a (n — Â; 4- l)-out-of- fz:F system, we can choose 
a system with mj- or whichever is smaller, to work with. To find the reliability 
of a A-out-of-n:G system, we can use either of the following: 
Rs = Pr{at least one minimal path works} (2.1) 
= 1 - Pr{at least one minimal cut fails}. (2.2) 
Formula (2.1) needs mj' = (j,) steps, while Formula (2.2) needs 
steps. We can use min{mji, m^-i} to select a formula from (2.1) and (2.2) to calculate 
the system's reliability. 
In the following sections, we will discuss only the calculation of Rs for a A'-out-
of-n:G system using (2.1). If < mp. the following substitutions may be made 
first, 
m ji ^ m^i 
k — n — k -i- I 
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P l - l -  P l .  i  ] N n .  
Then, the algorithms to be discussed will be used. After the algorithm is finished, 
the following determines the reliability of the original system. 
Rs '— 1 — Rs' 
For the methods which do not use the concepts of minimal path or minimal cut. 
corresponding substitutions will be presented for selecting a reliability or unreliability 
formula such that a more efficient formula is used. 
Inclusion-exclusion method 
The inclusion-exclusion method (IE), also known as Poincare's theorem, is de­
rived in the same way as statisticians calculate the probability of the union of two 
events: first add the probabilities of the separate events, then subtract the probability 
of the joint event. This results in a probability formula with alternating additive and 
subtractive terms. 
If a system G is serial with a single path. T. the system's reliability is a single 
term, Pr{T}, the probability that all the components of the path work. If we as­
sume that there are two alternative paths. Ti and T21 then the system's reliability. 
Pr{r2 or To}, has three terms. 
Pr{Ti or To} = Pr{Ti} 4- PrfTo} - Pr{ri and Tg} (2.3) 
Suppose G has mj< minimal paths: m-j^ is any integer greater than two. The 
buildup of the reliability formula extends formula (2.3). The following formulas by 
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Heicltmann i37î allow the IE method to compute system reliability recursively. 
RQ = 0 
= E P'he/®.} 12.4) 
IC 'MTm 
Rrrxe S Rs S Rm-o mç^mo € (-.5) 
Rs — Rm'j^' (2'6) 
Formula (2.5) is referred to as Bonferroni Inequalities. 
When mo — 1 and the components are statistically independent, we have the 
following inequality from Formula (2.5): 
mrp 
flj < E n Pi ( 2 :1 
r = l  i Ç . T p  
where Tr is the rth minimal path. This is referred to as Boole's Inequalities. 
.A.S stated in (2.5), (2.4) provides successive upper and lower bounds for system 
reliability. When exact system reliability is not desired, Formula (2.4) can be used 
to find bounds on exact system reliability. It is not true in general that the upper 
bounds decrease and the lower bounds increase, however, the bounds eventually do 
converge to exact system reliability [37]. 
In system reliability evaluations, generally the minimal paths or the minimal cuts 
have elements in common. Assume that a component E is contained in both minimal 
paths Ti and T2- Then Pr{E} will appear in Pr{r%}, Pr{T2}, and Pr{r]^r2}. The 
term in Pr{r]^r2} cancels with the term in Pr{T]^} or Pr{T2}' With the IE method, 
a large number of pairs of identical terms with opposite signs cancel. For any system 
with mj' minimal paths, each of which has a unique set of components, the number 
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of terms in step m  ( m  <  m j )  of the method is Thus, the total number of 
terms generated to find exact system reliability with Formula (2.4) is ~ 
2^T — 1 and this is the number of terms generated by the IE method. When the 
minimal paths have components in common, which is the case for k-oni-oi-n systems, 
the actual number of terms is a fraction of this maximum number. Therefore, finding a 
method to avoid generating these cancelling terms affords an important computational 
advantage. 
Sum of disjoint products 
Like the IE method, the sum of disjoint products method (SDP) derives a formula 
which is a sum of products. Unlike IE, however, the formula is entirely additive: there 
are no exclusions and every term has a plus sign. 
The addition law of probabilities is the underlying justification for SDP. If two 
or more events have no elements in common, then the probability that at least one 
of them occurs is the sum of the probabilities of the separate events. For example, 
with two events .4 and let .4 denote the complement of .4. Then we have 
Pr{.4 or = Pr{.4}-r Pr{l5}. (2.8) 
Similarly with three events, A. B, and C 
Pr{.4 or B or C} = Pr{.4} ^  Pr{l5} -r Pr{3:BC}. (2.9) 
With n events -4]^,.42 and An'-
Pr{.42 or .4^ or... or .4^} (2.10) 
= Pr{.4]^} — Pr{44]^^42} + • • •Pr{i4]^-42 ... .4^_2.4fj}. (2.11) 
For a system with mj minimal paths. To. .... and Tm j. the event that the 
system works means that at least one of the my paths works. Therefore. 
Even though Formula (2.12) can be used to calculate system reliability, the prob­
lem at hand is how to find an efficient way to obtain disjoint terms such that system 
reliability can be obtained with a simple summation of product terms. 
Fratta and Montanari (F&M) presented a method to compute the exact terminal 
reliability given the set of all minimal paths between two nodes in a network 129!. 
A modification of this method was presented as well to approximate exact system 
reliability. It can be done symbolically by transforming a Boolean sum of products 
into an equivalent form in which all terms are disjoint. 
Algorithm: Fq is a sum of products and each product corresponds to a minimal 
path. For example, Fq may be a sum of two product terms, and where 
^1^2 corresponds to minimal path T-^ with components 1 and 2 and corresponds 
to minimal path T-i with components 1 and 3. Fm is also a sum of products. 1 < 
m < in J. At step m of the reliability evaluation, a product term from Fm-l' say 5, 
is considered: 
d( System) 
(2 .12)  
RQ = 0 
FQ =  T i  -  T 2 - r  . . .  —  T m  J' 




Fm = (2.16) 
Frrx niust be a Boolean sum of product terms. The algorithm terminates when there 
are no product terms in Fm -
The selection of the term from —1 be performed according to different 
criteria. A very good one could be to choose the one whose probability is the largest. 
This gives, as a result, an algorithm with the best estimate to Rg at each step but 
requires at each iteration the computation of the probabilities corresponding to all 
terms of the Boolean function .Another criterion is to select the term with 
a minimum number of factors or a minimum number of complemented factors. The 
latter takes advantage of the fact that the qj's are always much smaller than the 
corresponding p^'s in a communication network and thus, it works very often as the 
maximum probability criterion. 
Fratta and Montanari [29] also presented a modified version of the above algo­
rithm to estimate exact system reliability with a given error rate. At each iteration 
of the above algorithm, the current value Rm is increased by a positive quantity 
corresponding to the probability of the selected implicant. This means that at each 
iteration, the procedure gives an estimate with a positive error of system reliability. 
This error is non-negative and monotonically decreasing with m. The stopping con­
dition is when there are no terms in Fm- In the modified version of the algorithm, 
the probability of Fm is evaluated at each step. If this probability is smaller than 
a given error, the algorithm is terminated. This probability is the upper bound for 
error of the estimate of system reliability because the terms in Fm are not necessarily 
disjoint. 
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FirM's algorithm of exact system reliability computation wastes time doing extra 
works because an Fm function is carried from step to step. However, Fm is useful in 
providing a lower bound on system reliability. 
Aggarwal, Misra. and Gupta (AMG) ^2: presented an idea similar to F&M s [291. 
However, this algorithm is more efficient because the F function is abandoned and a 
rapid algorithm for calculating the disjoint sums is adopted. 
With mj' minimal paths, To and Aggarwal et al. proposed a 
method to find the corresponding disjoint minimal paths, Tj, 7^, .... and 
Tmj,D' Here T j j y  is a subset of T j  such that T j j ^  is disjoint with all minimal paths 
from Ti to îj — i- The Tfs are arranged such that the paths with fewer components 
are numbered first. 
To select from To, decompose T2 into two terms according to a component 
ki, ki 6 Ti and ki 0 Tg: 
To = o Toki- (2.17) 
If îo^'l G 7%, it is dropped from further consideration because it is already included in 
otherwise. Tg^l is further decomposed according to another component tg. k2 6 
Ti and Aio 0 To. etc. At the same time, if = 0, T2ki is disjoint with Ti and 
T2D — ^2^1' otherwise, T2ki is further decomposed according to another component 
^2 etc. The key point is that this procedure decomposes Tj in consideration into two 
disjoint terms, according to a component k such that k E i < j, and k i Tj and 
continues the process until all terms disjoint with T/, i < j, are found. 
In implementing this algorithm, mj- n-dimensional vectors. (i = 1,2 mj<), 
are defined. corresponds to minimal path Tj such that element k of this vector is 1 
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if the corresponding component is in the minimal path and 0 otherwise. Also defined 
is another set of vectors, Pj = Ei, j = Therefore, to compare 
T j  with Tj', i  <  j ,  it is only necessary to compare P j  with E j .  If there are any non­
zero entries in Pj corresponding to zero entries in Ej, the corresponding components 
are those included in (i < j) but not in Tj. Then, branching on each of these 
components is done. In this way, the algorithm is made more efficient because less 
comparisons need to be done. 
Abraham proposed a theorem which enables the disjoint products to be found 
much faster 11 j. At each stage m, the minimal path Tm is compared successively with 
Ti, To and identifying those components in T^ with values unspecified 
in Tm, i < rrt. The disjoint term, results from this series of comparisons. 
Certain simplifying operations such as dropping terms which are already included are 
performed. 
At stage m of the algorithm, the minimal path Tm is made disjoint with each 
of the minimal paths Tj. To ^m-1- the process, Tm is expanded to a set 
of disjoint products PDm-, each product in this set being disjoint with Zg 
Tm—V The following theorem is used to do this efficiently. 
Theorem: Let T j  be a Boolean -product (a minimal path) with only uncomple­
mented variables and P^ he any of these products. 
1. If there is at least one variable which exists (uncomplemented) in T j  and com­
plemented in P-i, then Tj and P^ are disjoint. 
2. IfTj and P^ are not disjoint, let X' = {xq, ... ,.rc} be the set of variables 
which exists (uncomplemented) in Tj and does not exist in Pi. Then 
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(a) If = $ , then Tj J Pj^ = Tj (the terms in Pi are contained in Tj). 
(b) If A'' 7= <&, then T j  J  P j  =  T j  u  x a P i  xaXf^ P i  J  ^  . . .  i c c P j  and 
all the products in the right hand side are mutually disjoint. 
In the above theorem. IcaPi. XaXfjPi, .... and xa^vi^.. .xcPi are disjoint terms 
with each other and with Tj. Thus, P^ is made disjoint with Tj by replacing P,- with 
{xaPi U XaXf^Pi U...L XaXf^ • • • XcPi). 
It was also pointed in .Abraham's paper that close approximations to reliability 
of large networks without excessive computation were possible. When the component 
unreliabilities are small enough, the contribution of a product term to system reliabil­
ity decreases rapidly as the number of complemented components in a product term 
increases. This idea can be used to make modifications to the algorithm to keep track 
of the number of complemented components in a product term and stop comparing 
the product when the number of complemented components exceeds a given value. 
This algorithm compares favorably in computer time with A-MG and very favorably 
with F&M. according to .Abraham Jlj. 
Locks reviewed the sum of disjoint products method applied to 2-terminal system 
reliability problems [53j. He covered three different SDP algorithms that had been 
published, as discussed above, developed a theory common to all three algorithms, 
and showed the differences among them. 
There are two types of recursive steps in SDP: the outer loop, and a series of inner 
loops generated by inverting and reinverting components from prior steps. Each inner 
step results in a term that is disjoint with all the preceding terms. The sum of the 
term probabilities for the incumbent path is the net increment of system reliability 
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accounted for by the path. Locks points out that the inner loop procedure is a mirror 
image of the outer loop [54;. 
Outer Loop Procedure: 
o(System) = U r2 o ... L Tm-p 
=  T i  —  T i T o T i T 2 T ^  +  . .  • T 1 T 2  •  •  ( 2 . 1 8 )  
Inner Loop Procedure: Let minimal path T have i fixed 2-valued indicators ..., 
x^, then 
T = FjlfoTTTzJ 
= — .r]^ïF2 +'''l'®2^3 ~ ~ •''n2'^3 (2.19) 
For the reliability evaluation of the fc-out-of-n systems, the SDP method gener­
ates m J = terms. Each term contributes positively to system reliability. How­
ever. it involves many terms in the intermediate steps which disappear in the final 
expression. For finding a new disjoint product, one has to make it disjoint with all 
preceding terms. Thus. SDP is at least order of > or [381. 
Improved inclusion-exclusion method 
Heidtmann presented an improved IE method specifically for A'-out-of-n systems, 
with canceling terms completely eliminated [37\ The method used the following 
theorem. 
Theorem: Consider a k-out-of-n:G system and define the approximation to sys-
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tem reliability R,^ of step m by 
rn •+" At 1 
R m  =  y .  ( - i K - " ! - ;  : i  r  ( 2 . 2 0 1  
j = k  I C N j  
=  i î „ _ i * i - i r - ' ( " 7 ; Î 7 ' )  s  P r j n . g y E , }  ( 2 . 2 1 )  
RQ = 0. 
Then the following bound holds 
Rrrie Rs S Rmo me,mo c A;-rl (2.22) 
and 
R s  = R n - k ^ V  (2.2.3) 
For the case where all the components are s-independent, (2.21) can be written 
as 
r'^) z nm <2.24) 
This method does not use the concept of minimal path. For the reliability cal­
c u lation. it needs n — k ~ I steps. For the unreliability calculation, it needs k steps. 
We can use min{fc,n - k ~ 1} to select a formula for system reliability evaluations. 
It is order (j); or kn^. if k < n — k + I. The usual IE method is order 
Thus, the improved method is much better then IE for fc-out-of-n systems. It is also 
much better than SDP for k-out-o(-n systems, according to Heidtmann [38]. 
This method reduces the number of terms generated considerably by avoiding 
cancelling terms. However, each term has to be multiplied by a positive or negative 
constant which represents the number of repetitions of the term. 
Generating function method 
In 1984, Barlow and Heidtniann io] presented two BASIC programs for reliability 
evaluation of t-out-of-n:G system with independent components. The programs use 
the following generating function: 
n 
gn(:) = 11(^1+Pi-)- (2.25) 
t = l 
where z is a dummy variable. Expand and sum coefficients of for j  =  k . . . .  . n  to 
obtain system reliability. 
In the form of a BASIC program, the algorithm uses very efficient iterations to 
compute system reliability of a Aï-out-of-n system. However, it was not well explained 
in the paper [5j how the generating function leads to the algorithm. Rushdi 170! 
explained this algorithm. In fact, the algorithm uses the relation 
n 
R { k . n ) =  Y .  R e U ^ n ) ,  (2.26) 
j = k  
where R e ( j , n )  is the coefficient of in the generating function and it is the proba­
bility that exactly j components out of n are working. R{k,n) is the reliability of a 
A;-out-of-n:G system. The program obtains Re(j,n) through the recursive relation 
R e i i J )  =  q j R e i i J  - 1) + P j R e H  - I J  -  1), (2.27) 
which is obtained through the construction of 
g j - l ( z )  = n (% P i - )  = H Re{iJ - l)z\ ( 2 .28) 
j=l i=0 
Hence, the comparison of coefficients in 
j  j - 1  
E Re{i,j)=' = iqj+Pj-) E (2.29) 
i=0 i=0 
The solution in (2.27) is achieved with the aid of boundary conditions 
Re(-^'j) = Reij^^'j) = 0. for; = 1,2 n. (2.30) 
The computational complexity of Formula (2.26) is order n^/2. This complexity 
improves by avoiding unnecessary calculations, and bypassing some other calculations 
through the use of 
R i k . f i )  =  R e { k \ k )  (2.31) 
R ( k . j )  =  R { k . j - l )  —  p j R ,;(k — l.j-l), ioT k < j. (2.32) 
The complexity now is order of k ( n  -  k  -  I ) .  
Rushdi iTOj has proven that this algorithm is the most efficient and is indifferent 
to which system is selected, i.e.. either Â;-out-of-«:G or (n — k + l)-out-of-rj:F. The 
r e a s o n  i s  t h a t  t h e  c o m p l e x i t y  i s  k { n  -  k  -  I ] ,  W h e t h e r  k  i s  s u b s t i t u t e d  b y  n  -  k  ~  I  
does not make any difference. 
This algorithm is as efficient as the one presented by Rushdi [70|. However. Bar­
low and Heidtmann did not present the algorithm well for hand calculations. Because 
of the bad presentation and lack of explanation of the algorithm, some authors refer 
to it as a bad algorithm. 
JG-1 method 
Jain and Gopal [43] proposed an algorithm for computing recursively the exact 
system reliability of k-out-oi-n systems with independent components. It has been 




E ( j . i )  =  Pr{exactly j  components out of i  are good } 
= Pr{exactly ; out of ($ — (') units are failed} 
S(k,k - i) — reliability of Â;-out-of-(Â; — /):G system. 
k - 1  
H ( 0 , k - l )  =  n P i  (2.33) 
i=l 
S { k , k )  = p f ^ H ( O . k - l ) .  (2.34) 
At step i of the algorithm. 
H ( i ^ k  —  1 )  =  —  I .  k  —  I )  ~  k  —  2 )  (2..35) 
S ( k . k  ^  i )  =  S ( k , k  —  I  +  i ) p i ^ _ ^ j ^ H ( i . k  —  I )  (2.36) 
R s  =  S { k , n ) .  (2.37) 
The algorithm finishes when i = n — k. 
This algorithm generates terms. It. in fact, uses Bayesian Theorem. How­
ever. i t  w a s no t  e f f i c i e n t l y  p r e s e n t e d  i n  t h i s  p a p e r .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  o n l y  o n e  o f  S { k . k  - r  i )  
and ^(z. $) is needed. That both are kept in the algorithm is a waste of efforts and 
makes the algorithm look more complicated than it really is. It is a worse algorithm 
than the generating function method even though the author claimed that it was 
better. 
RSPK method 
Rai, Sarje, Prasad, and Kumar proposed the following recursive formula for k-
out-of-raiG system reliability evaluation [67!. The name RSPK is after the last name 
initials of the authors. 
With definitions, 
H ( s , t )  = Pr{at least t  out of s  units are good}, the units are numbered as 
n — s - t - 1 .  n — 5 - r 2  n 
R { n , k )  =  reliability of a A!-out-of-n:G system, 
the following formulas are provided: 
Let s and t be positive integers such that s > t, then 
H { s J )  = - 1,^ - 1)-{-
— s — l ? n — ~  2 . ^ ) .  (2.38) 
For s = t, we have 
n  
H ( s , s ) =  J J  P I ,  f o r s ^ p O .  (2.39) 
(2.40) 
The following compact formula is given for a /c-out-of-niG system: 
k  
R { n , k )  =  G j H ( n  —  j , k  —  j  +  I ) - i - ~  (2.41) 




With (2.38) to expand (2.41) is used to calculate the reliability of a A:-out-of-
n:G system. 
computation time increases as k  — n / 2  and reaches its maximum for k = n/'2. 
idea as in the JG-1 method, but it is better organized and easier to understand. 
Because ^((\$) is eliminated, it is a faster algorithm than JG-1. However, there are 
still some useless computations included in the algorithms. Formula (2.38) actually 
uses double component decomposition. .A. simpler method is to use single component 
decomposition, which will make the algorithm easier to understand and more efficient 
by eliminating useless terms. 
Rushdi's method 
Rushdi [701 published a method for computing A;-out-of-re system reliability when 
the components are statistically independent. Initially, the system structure functions 
are recognized to be monotonically non-decreasing functions. Sequentially, the appli­
cation of an expansion theorem leads to a recursive relation that governs the required 
system reliability or unreliability computation. Direct solution of the recursive re­
lation requires only k{n — k I) multiplications and yields the numerical value of 
The number of terms generated by this method is . For all k. 1 < k < 
For a constant k. computational complexity is bounded by n^/4. For any given n, 
space complexity of the method is bounded by k" '2. This method uses the same 
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A'-out-of-n reliability together with a set of meaningful intermediate numerical results 
that can be useful in the economic assessment of redundancy. A comparison is made 
of the numerical round-off errors encountered when handling either unreliabilities or 
reliabilities. Finally the method is compared to some of the existing methods for 
evaluating k-ont-oi-n system reliabilities. It is also shown to have a complexity equal 
to that of the revised program in the Barlow and Heidtmann paper [5]. Hence, it is 
believed to be optimal. 
Define 
S ( k , n ) .  S ( k , n )  indicator variable for successful and unsuccessful operation 
of the system, called the system success and system failure, 
respectively. 
R { k ,  n ) ,  F { k , n )  reliability and unreliability of the A'-out-of-n:G system: 
R(k, n ) = PT{S(k, n ) = 1} 
F ( k ,  n )  =  Pr{5(/j, n) = 1} = 1 - R ( k ,  n  ) .  
The components are assigned fixed serial numbers (1.2 n). If n is replaced 
by j {1 < i < n ) in any of the quantities defined above, that quantity describes a 
s y s t e m  c o m p o s e d  o f  t h e  f i r s t  j  c o m p o n e n t s  o f  t h e  o r i g i n a l  s y s t e m  ( i . e . ,  1 ,  2  j ) .  
A'-out-of-ra:G systems are coherent systems. Hence, their successes are mono-
tonically non-decreasing binary functions, and their failures are monotonically non-
increasing binary functions [68]. 
The expansion formula used for A; = 1. 2. ..., n is 
S ( k , n )  =  x n . S ( k , n  -  I ) - r  x n . S ( k  -  l , n  -  I ) ,  (2.43) 
5'(A!,n) —  X f i S ( k , n  —  \  ) - r , T f } b { f c  —  l . n  — 1). ( 2.44 ) 
For k = 0 ot k — n + 1, the following relations hold 
5(0,n) = 5(n 4-1, n) = 1, (2.45) 
5(n 4- l.n) = 5(0,n) = 0. (2.46) 
The expansions (2.4.3) and (2.44) are in sum-of-disjoint-product forms, and hence, 
are immediately convertible to the following algebraic reliability expressions [691. 
R { i J )  = q j R ( i J  - 1) + P j R H  -  I J  -  1) (2.47) 
F { t J ) = q j F ( i . j  -  l )  +  p j F { i  -  l . j  - 1) (2.48) 
Equations (2.47) and (2.48) are recursive relations that are valid for I < i < j. 
Each can be solved with the aid of certain boundary conditions which hold for i = 0 
and i = j + 1, and is obtained from (2.45) and (2.46), namely 
R ( O J )  =  F { j  +  l J )  =  l ,  (2.49) 
fl(i + Li) = F(0,j) = 0. (2.50) 
Solutions for the reliability R { k . n )  or unreliability F ( k , n )  is easily achieved by 
programming in languages that allow a program to call itself recursively. However, 
a closer look at the recursive relations (2.43) and (2.44) reveals that they can be 
easily represented by a very simple signal flow graph (SFG) structure [47.28]. As an 
illustration, Figure 2.2 shows the signal flow graph required for the computation of 
R(3,7). In that figure, a node at position (i.j) represents R(i,j). The black nodes 
at i = 0 are "source" nodes with unity values, i.e., R(O.j) = 1. The black nodes at 
i  =  j  -  I  are "source" nodes with zero values, i.e.. R { j  i . j )  =  0 .  The same graph 
in Figure 2.2 can be used for the computation of F(3,7) provided the graph nodes 
(iij) are understood to represent the unreliabilities F(i.j) instead of the reliabilities 
and the two types of source nodes interchange their values, i.e.. the black 
nodes at j = 0 become zero values (F(O.j) = 01 and the black nodes a.t i = j — I 
become unity values {F{j + l,j) = 1). This algorithm proceeds efficiently by directly 
c o n s t r u c t i n g  ( i . e . ,  c o m p u t i n g  t h e  e l e m e n t  v a l u e s  o f )  t h e  p a r a l l e l o g r a m  a r r a y  R ( i ^ j )  
or F{i.j) bounded by i = 1. / = k, i = j. and i = j - n + k (inclusive). The number 
of elements in that array is k{n - k + i). and hence, the computational complexity 
of the algorithm is order k{n — k + I). In fact, each element of the array requires a 
single multiplication and two additions for its evaluation. This can be easily seen by 
invoking the relations (qj = I - pj) to simplify (2.47) and (2.48) into the forms: 
R { i J )  =  R ( i J  -  l ) + p j ( R ( i  - l,i - 1) - R ( i , j  -  D). (2.51) 
F { i . j )  =  F ( i - L j - l )  +  q j { F ( i . j - l ) - F { i - l J - l ) ) .  (2.52) 
It is interesting to note that the present algorithm has the same complexity for 
its reliability and unreliability versions. This behavior differs from that of most other 
algorithms; since for those algorithms, a preference exists for one version over the 
o t h e r  d e p e n d i n g  o n  w h e t h e r  k  <  n / 2 .  
Construction of the R ( i , j )  or F ( i , j )  array can be processed rowwise, column­
wise. or even diagonal wise. However, to minimize the storage requirements, this is 
done columnwise, for the A(3, 7) case, with due attention paid to the parallelogram 
boundaries. In this case the algorithm requires storage of (4 = A- 4- 1) scalars only. 
T h e  s t o r a g e  r e q u i r e m e n t  f o r  a n y  p r o b l e m  i s  m i n { A ' ,  n  —  k  +  1 } .  
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Figure 2.2: Signal flow graph for obtaining R{Z. 7) and F(3. 7) 
Table 2.1: Reliability array for calculating R { 5 , 8 )  
1 0 1 i 2 3 4 5 6 1 7 i 8 ! 
i 0 1.000 1.000 1 1.000 1.000 1 1 i 
! 1 .0000 .9000 i .9890 .9987 .9983 1 : I 
2 .0000 ! .8010 .9664 .9945 .9991 
' 1 
! 3 i .0000 .7049 .9324 .9858 .9971 ! ; ; 
1 4 1 .0000 .6132 .8878 .9711 I .9929 ! | 
' 5 : 1 .0000 .5274 .8337 ! .9491 1 .9855 1 
Typical output of the algorithm for the reliability version is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 shows the reliability calculation for R(5.8) when the component reliabilities 
are pj = 0.9 — 0.01(j - 1). 
An important advantage of the present algorithm is now apparent. All the in­
termediate results needed for calculating R(k,n) or F(k,n) are meaningful numbers 
that represent R(i,j) or F{i,j) for 1 < i < k and i. These num­
bers are available to the reliability engineer at no extra cost, and can enable him or 
her to make a valid economic assessment of redundancy. For example, row 5 in Ta­
ble 2.1 represents the reliability R{ô,j), where j varies from 5 to 8. The incremental 
reliability 
A R { j  - 1) = R ( 5 J  ^ 1) - R C o J )  (2.53) 
can be calculated easily. The money equivalent of this incremental reliability can 
therefore be estimated and compared to the cost of adding an additional component, 
thereby obtaining the optimal number of components for the 5-out-of-j system. 
Summary 
Reliability evaluation techniques for k-ont-oi-n systems are reviewed in this chap­
ter. The IE method and the SDP method can be used to compute t-out-of-n system 
reliabilities, but they are not efficient because they do not utilize the special structure 
of Aî-out-of-n systems. The improved IE method eliminates the canceling terms in IE 
method. The JG-1 method presents a good idea — use Bayesian Theorem to compute 
Asout-of-n system reliabilities recursively. RSPK uses the same idea as the JG-1. 
Rushdi's method is the most efficient and best explained. The generating func­
tion method is as efficient as Rushdi's method and a computer program is presented 
as well. 
Much research has been done on the reliability evaluation of t-out-of-n systems. 
However, more research will be done in this study to further investigate the prop­
erties of t-out-of-n systems. Issues such as incremental reliability and component 
importance of t-out-of-n systems will be covered in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3. REVIEW OF CONSECUTIVE-/t-OUT-OF-« SYSTEMS 
This chapter reviews the research on the consecutive-t-out-of-M systems. First, 
notation and assumptions are defined. Then, three area of research are covered, (1) 
reliability evaluation, (2) bounds on system reliability, and (.3) system design. 
Notation and Assumptions 
Notation 
n  number of components in a system 
k minimum number of consecutive good (bad) components required for 
the system to function (fail) 
p  component reliability of a system with i.i.d. components 
q  component unreliability of system with i.i.d. components; q  =  I  —  p  
P i  reliability of component i  in the system, i  ~  1,2,..., n 
q i  unreliability of component i  in the system; q i  —  1  —  p j ,  i  = 1,2,.... n 
/j reliability importance of component i  
'ai the largest integer less than or equal to a 
l ( n \ k )  lower bound on reliability of a linear consecutive-A-'-out-of-n system 
u ( n \ k )  upper bound on reliability of the linear system 
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lc{n',k) lower bound on reliability of a circular consecutive-t-out-of-n system 
»c(nik) upper bound on reliability of the circular system 
R{n:k) reliability of a linear consecutive-t-out-of-n system 
Q(n\k) unreliability of a linear consecutive-fc-out-of-n system: 
Q { n \ k )  =  \  —  R { n \ k )  
Rc (n\ k )  , reliability of a circular consecutive-t-out-of-n system 
Qc{n\k) unreliability of a circular consecutive-A'-out-of-n system: 
Qc (n', k )  =  I  -  Rc{ n \  k )  
R { j \  k )  reliability of a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-j system: j  =  1 n. 
sometimes it is explicitly denoted by R{pi,... ^ pj]k) 
Q( j \ k )  u n r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  l i n e a r  s y s t e m :  Q ( j \ k )  =  1  -  R { j \  k )  
R l ( n  - 1;A') reliability of a linear consecutive-A:-out-of-(n — 1) subsystem consisting of 
components i + 1,..., n. 1...., i — 1. for i = 1,..., n. sometimes 
it is explicitly denoted by • • ..pniPl^- • • ,Pi-i\k) 
R^ij', k) reliability of a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-_y subsystem consisting of 
components n — j — sometimes it is explicitly denoted by 
^ { P n - j - ^ l !  •  •  •  1  P n !  ^ ' )  
R c i j ' i  k )  reliability of a circular consecutive-t-out-of-^ system: j  =  I , . . .  , n  
Q c ( j \ u n r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  c i r c u l a r  s y s t e m ;  Q c ( j \ k )  =  1  —  R c { j \  k )  
R ( { i , j ) \ k )  reliability of a linear consecutive-A:-out-of-(j — j -r- 1) subsystem 
consisting of components i,i -t 1,..., j. 
unreliability of the linear subsystem; Q { ( i , j ) ' , k )  = 1 — R { ( i , j ) \ k )  
Q*(n:k] unreliability of a strict linear consecutive-A:-out-of-n:F system 
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Q ' ^ ( n : k )  unreliability of a strict circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system 
R*(n\k) reliability of a relayed linear consecutive-A;-out-of-;?;F system 
Assumptions 
• In a circular system of n components, all components are numbered clockwise 
in increasing order. 
• Each component has only two states: good or failed. 
• All the components are statistically independent. 
• In a consecutive-A:-out-of-n:F system: 
System reliability evaluation 
Kontoleon reported the first study of the consecutive-A!-out-of-n:F system in the 
literature in 1980 [451. In the paper, an algorithm was described for obtaining the 
reliability of a consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system with independent components. The 
algorithm generates all state combinations of n components with at least k com­
ponents failed. Then, those combinations with at least k consecutive failures are 
1. if 0 < ; < 
0 .  i f ;  < 0 ;  
In a consecutive-A'-out-of-R:G system: 
R ( j \ k )  =  0 ,  i i j c k .  
The Consecutive-^-out-of-n:F Systems 
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identified. The probabilities of the occurrences of these state combinations are added 
together to obtain the failure probability of the system. 
This algorithm generates different terms. Each term is checked to see 
whether a cut is formed. If a term forms a cut. n — 1 multiplications are needed 
to find the probability of this term. It is an enumeration method, and therefore not 
efficient. 
Chiang and Niu presented the first mathematical formula to compute the exact 
system reliability of a linear consecut.ive-A;-out-of-n:F system with i.i.d. components 
[191. 
n —A'-t-l 1 
R { n - , k ) =  £ Y .  (/2(n (.3.1) 
r=l m=r—1 
where r denotes the first failed component in the sequence, and m denotes the first 
functioning component after position r. 
This formula is recursive. With proper programming efforts, its complexity 
is 0(kn). Also developed in the paper is a closed formula for the reliability of a 
consecutive-2-out-of-n:F system. 
R { n ; 2 ) =  ^ ^ (3.2) 
j=o \ J > 
Bollinger and Salvia developed a counting scheme for determining the reliability 
of a consecutive-A;-out-of-n :F system with i.i.d. components in 1982 [15]. The formulas 
they used are 
Q{n-.k) = "•£ (3.3) 
t=0  
i 
^i,k,n = E N(k + i,k+j;n), 
j=0 
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where .V(k '  +  i , k + j \ n )  i s  the number of configurations of n  components having 
total failures and (k + j) o{ these consecutive. 
The computation of iV(k-r i,k + j\ a) depends on i and j. For those i's and j's on 
t h e  b o u n d a r i e s ,  s o m e  s i m p l e  c o m b i n a t o r i a l  r e s u l t s  a r e  u s e d  t o  g e n e r a t e  N { k  +  i , k  +  
j;n) directly. However, for other i's and j's, enumeration must be used. As a result, 
it is not an efficient algorithm. The paper provided values of for n < 12. 
Derman, Lieberman, and Ross introduced the concept of circular consecutive-t-
out-of-n:F system and provided recursive formulas for both the linear and circular 
consecutive-A;-out-of-R:F systems with i.i.d. components (22). The reliability of the 
linear consecutive-A;-out-of-/?:F system is: 
n . . 
R ( n \ k ) =  -  j U k  -  l ) p "  ^ (3.4) 
;=0 
(j), if 0 < > < r, m = I; 
0, if;>r,m = l; (g 
W ~ ^ - t; m - 1), if m > 2, 
t=o  
where .\'{j,r\m) is defined as the number of ways in which j identical balls can be 
placed in r distinct urns subject to the requirement that at most m balls may be 
placed in one urn. The complexity of this formula is O(n^). 
The recursive formula for circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F systems with i.i.d. 
components is: 
R c ( n ; k ) = p  ^  ( i  +  l ) q ' ' R { n  —  i  -  2 \  k ) .  (3.6) 
i=0 
This formula reduces a circular system's reliability evaluation problem into a linear 
system's reliability evaluation problem. Its complexity depends on the complexity 
A'(j,r;m) = < 
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function of the reliability of a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system. If Formula 
(3.4) is used for a linear system's reliability evaluation, the complexity of Formula 
(3.6) is 0{kn^ ). However. Formula (3.6) is a very simple formula and can be extended 
to the non-i.i.d. case system reliability evaluation. 
Hwang reported the first reliability evaluation for consecutive-t-out-of-n:F sys­
tems with independent but not necessarily identical component reliabilities 140]. 
n 
Q ( n \ k )  =  Q ( n  -  l : k ) R ( n  -  h  -  J J  q j ,  (3.7) 
j=n—k-tl 
where pQ = 1. When the components are i.i.d. the following formula results. 
Q(n\ k) = Q(n - 1; k) — pq^R{n - k — U k). (3.8) 
The complexity of the above formulas is 0 ( n ) .  
The circular system is reduced to a sublinear system using the following formula. 
s — 1  \  /  n  \  
Rc{ n \ k ) =  ^  n  P /  n  9  
s — l+n—l<k \ t = l \ i=/+i 
V  R ( ( s  +  I J  - l ) \ k )  (3.9) 
When the components are i.i.d. the following formula results, 
Rc{ n \ k ) =  ^ p^q^-^^^- '^Ri l - s - U k ) .  (3.10) 
s — 1 + n — I <.k 
Note that s is the first functioning component, while / is the last functioning compo­
n e n t  i n  t h e  s e q u e n c e .  T h e  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  t h i s  f o r m u l a  i s  O ( n k ^ ) .  
Shanthikumar reported an algorithm computing the reliability of a linear consec-
utive-A:-out-of-re:F system with independent components [73]. It coincides with the 
formula for the linear consecutive-A;-out-of- n :F systems by Hwang [401. 
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Griffith and Govindarajula used a Markov Chain approach and developed recur­
sive formulas for the reliability of a linear consecutive-Aï-out-of- n :F system with i.i.d. 
components i36j. The approach is different from most that have been discussed, but 
it cannot be extended to the system with non-i.i.d. components. The formula is as 
follows. 
Q ( n ; k ) =  è (3.11) 
m — k  
where 
^Ok ~ for Â! -r 1 < m < 2 k ,  
k r m > 2 A . .  
Lambiris and Papastavridis derived closed reliability formulas for the linear and 
circular consecutive-A:-out-of-n;F systems with i.i.d. components in 1985 '51]. The 
formulas look too complicated. 
fl(n;«.-)= f; % (3-12) 
i=0 \ ' / i=0 \ ' / 
Rc{n-.k) = t 
(=0\ '  / 
- ^  (3.13) 
;=n \ ' / 
where 
R c { n \ k )  =  0, for n  <  0. 
Antonopoulou and Papastavridis developed a recursive formula for the circular 
consecutive-t-out-of-n:F system with independent components in 1987 [4|. It is better 
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than Hwang's [401 because it has a complexity of 0 { k n ) .  
Rc ( n [ k )  =  pnR ( n  -  h  k )  +  q n . R c i n  -  U  k )  
k - l  I  
i=0 
I  
- Z n Pn-A:+j n y 
\ i=l / \ j=n—k+i—l 
X  R { { i  2 .  n  - •  k  +  i  —  i ) \  k ) ,  (3.14) 
In summary, the best reliability evaluation formulas for the linear and the circu­
lar consecutive-A:-out-of-n:F systems with independent components are so far given 
by Hwang [40] and Antonopoulou and Papastavridis [4], respectively. They have 
complexities oî 0(n) and 0(nk), respectively, and are listed below. 
n  
Q ( n - . k )  =  Q ( n  -  l : k )  +  R(ti - k - hk)p^_f^ JJ qj 
j — n — k + 1  
Rc ( n \ k )  = pn . R{ n  -  U k )  +  qnRc in  -  l \ k )  
k ~ l  I  '  W  "  ^  
- E n 9; n 1j 
i=0 \ ; = 1 I \ j=n-k+i-l / 
X R{(i — '2.TI — k 4- i — 1 ); A'). 
Bounds and approximations of system reliability 
In many applications, exact system reliability is not needed. Good bounds which 
can be easily computed are usually sufficient. This section reviews the developments 
in the bounds for system reliability. 
Chiang and Niu presented the first bounds for the consecutive-fc-out-of-Tj;F sys­
tems with i.i.d. components 119'. Since the failure of any k consecutive components 
causes the failure of a consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system, any k consecutive components 
constitute a minimal cut set. Furthermore, k consecutive components are the only 
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type of minimal cut set of a consecutive-t-out-of-n :F system and there are n  —  k  —  I  
minimal cut sets in a linear consecutive-t-out-of-a:F system. If the system is function­
ing, there is at least one functioning component in every cut set. With this argument, 
the lower bound for a linear consecutive-Â!-out-of-n:F system is developed and given 
below. 
= (3.15) 
To obtain an upper bound, Chiang and Niu partitioned the consecutive-&-out-
of-ntF system into [n/A:] 4- 1 independent subsystems, where each subsystem had k 
consecutive components except the last one which had n — k[n/k] components [181. 
Since n — A;[n/A;j < k, the last subsystem could not fail. Because the system works, 
all [n/ki — 1 subsystems must work. Hence, the upper bound for the consecutive-t-
out-of-n:F system is 
u ( n ; A ! )  =  ( 1 ( 3 . 1 6 )  
Derman. Liebeiman. and Ross developed the lower and upper bounds for the lin­
ear and circular consecutive-fc-out-of-n:F system with independent components [22]. 
Similar arguments to that in Chiang and Niu [18; are used for the lower bound de­
velopment. 
n—t-l-l i'+fc — 1 
l ( n ; k ) =  n (1- n y) (3.17) 
i=l j—i 
n i+k—1 
lc(n; k) = Yl (I •- p qj), (3.18) 
i=l j=i 
where qj = qj — n for j > n. These lower bounds may be improved by calculating the 
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exact reliability of a subsystem. 
n-k-rl j—k — 1 
/(n:A;) = Pr[£'i£'2 •• • £•;! H (1- q w )  (3.19) 
j=i+l m=j 
n  j ~ k — l  
/c(n: A') = Pr[£'i£'2 • • • Tjj %% (1 - %% (3.20) 
j=i+l m=j 
where {\ < i < n — k for the linear case and 1 < « < n — 1 for the circular case) 
is the event that not all the k components, i.i ~ 1...., i ^ k - 1. fail. The higher the 
i, the better the lower bound, and the higher the complexity. 
The upper bounds for the linear and circular systems are presented in the fol­
lowing formula. 
u(n;&) = 1 (3.21) 
where .V is a random variable representing the number of minimal cut sets whose 
components all fail. 
[^.V| = ^ for the linear case: (3.22) 
^ Tn for the circular case; 
with q j  =  q j - n  if J >  " •  
^[Ar2] = 4- E = E Eih] T E (3.23) 
where 
{1. if all the components in E; are failed; 0. otherwise. 
In the circular system where all components are i.i.d.. the following upper bound 
is explicitly presented. 
.4 
u c { n \ k )  —  I  — — ,  (3.24) 
D  
where 
.4 = nq^ 
B  = 1 - (M - 2A' -r ^ 
P  
Salvia presented formulas of lower and upper bounds for the reliability of a linear 
consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system with i.i.d. components [71j. 
H n i k )  =  I  -  ( n  -  k - t l ) q ^  (3.25) 
u ( n ; k )  = 1 - (n - A: + (3.26) 
Griffith and Govindarajulu provided the following approximations to the relia­
bility of a consecutive-Â;-out-of-7?:F system with i.i.d. components for large n [36;. 
where x  is the unique positive root of 5 different from 1 / q  in the following equation. 
- 5 ^ 1 = 0  
The accuracy of the above approximation is ensured to be within 5 decimal places 
for n in the range of 10 to 1-5 for given p and k as reported in [36]. 
Fu developed the upper and lower bounds for the reliability of a large consecutive-
^•-out-of-n:F system with i.i.d. components |30j. For every small 5 > 0, there exists 
nQ{6) such that for all n > ngff). the lower and upper bounds for the reliability of a 
consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system are: 
/ \A;\ ^-^+1 
lin;k) = 1-— (3.28) 
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u ( n \ k )  = 1 - A*' (i^f)A*-n 
^  n  ^ 1 -r 1 / A; J  
k, if ra*(6) < k\ 
n Q ( 6 )  =  <  n " ' ( f  ) ,  i {  k  <  n ' ^ { 8 )  <  n \  
, n. if > n: 
integer part of I I n*(6) 
A = gn l / k  
(3.29) 
Fu also examined upper and lower bounds for the reliability of a large consecutive-
A;-out-of-n:F system with unequal component reliability [31]. The reliability of a large 
consecuti ve-t-out-of- n : F system is derived, under certain conditions, from the upper 
and lower bounds. 
l ( n \ k ) =  n  ( 1  -
i=k 
n 
u ( n \ k )  =  n  ( 1  
i=k 
where 
"ka-.h = n y 
j= i—k +  l  
^i:k.n = n y-
^i-k 
n j=:i—k—l ^i—k A;+l 






R ( k )  =  lim R ( k \ n )  
n—oo 
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Results in Chao and Lin [16] and Fu [30] are special cases of the above formulas. 
Papastavridis derived the upper and lower bounds for linear and circular consecutive-
^•-out-of-n:F systems with i.i.d. components when the component reliability is less 
than k/(k-l) [62]. He found the formulas by analyzing the roots of the denominator 
of the generating functions of the reliability of a linear and circular consecutive-t-
out-of-n:F systems. 
=  - e  (3.3.3) 
u(n\k) = aM'^'^^ (3.34) 
l c ( n \ k )  =  - ( k - l ) q ^  (3.35) 
u c { n - , k )  = M ^  +  ( k - l ) q ' ^ ,  (3.36) 
where 
, - q ^  
0 = 
- ( /j + 1 )pq^ 
m = l -
(1 — g&)& 
_ 2(A;- l)g"+^ 
p ( k  - r  ( k  +  l ) q )  
A/ = 1 — pq^ 
Optimal system design 
In a system with many components, we know that all components contribute to 
the system's performance if the system is coherent. However, which component plays 
a more important role to the system's function depends on the system's structure. As 
a result, the system's design is critical to the system's performance given the resources 
available. 
The optimal design problem of a consecutive-A:-out-of-fz system was first studied 
by Derman et al. [22!. which can be briefly described as the following. Let .... 
denote the component reliabilities. Suppose that the reliabilities of the n components 
available have been ordered and let 
<  P 2  ^  • • • ^ S P n  
denote their ordered values. The problem of interest concerns the optimal arrange­
ment (permutation) of the components so that the system reliability is maximized. 
For the linear consecutive-2-out-of-ra:F system, the optimal design was conjec­
tured by Derman et al. 221 and proven by Wei et al. (partially) [78'. Malon !56j. and 
Du and Hwang ,24!. and is given below, 
(l.n,3,n. — 2,...,n — 3.4,n — 1,2), 
i.e., position 1 and n  are assigned the least reliable components; the two most reliable 
components are placed at the two adjacent positions, with the most reliable compo­
nent paired with the least reliable component and the second most reliable component 
paired with the second least reliable component, etc. 
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Hwang 401 extended the conjecture of Derman et al. to the circular consecutive-
2-out-of-n:F system by conjecturing that the optimal design of a circular consecutive-
2-out-of-n:F system is 
ii' = (iî.l.n — 1.3,n — 3....,n — 4.4./? — 2,2.n). 
which was also proven by Malon [06] and Du and Hwang [24] independently. 
Tong [77] discovered that the system's reliability does not depend on the permu­
tation of the components (or their reliabilities) for a circular consecutive-t-out-of-n:F 
system when h = n- lozk = n. Thus, any permutation of the components is an 
optimal design. 
Malon [07] studied the optimal design of a consecutive-t-out-of-n:F system for all 
possible k values and discovered that the consecutive-A-out-of-n:F system admits an 
invariant optimal configuration if and only if k € {1,2, n —2, n — 1, n}. He also pointed 
out that the necessary condition for the optimal design of a consecutive-A;-out-of-2A;:F 
system is to arrange the leftmost k components in an order of increasing compo­
nent reliability and the k rightmost components in an order of decreasing component 
reliability. 
Using the reliability importance definition given by Birnbaum [9], Papastavridis 
[66] provided the following formula for component reliability importance function for 
a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-rz:F system, 
r  ( R { i  -  U k ) R ' { n  -  i \ k )  -  R { n ; k ) )  
Il = . (.3.37) 
If all components in the system are equally reliable, the author claimed that the most 
important components are in the middle of the sequence of components. Kuo and 
Zhang !48] pointed out that the statement by Papastavridis .66] was false. 
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Kuo and Zhang ;48] discussed the component reliability importance of a consecu-
tive-Â;-out-of-n:F system in details. For a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-m:F system with 
i.i.d. components, all the components are equally important when k = I and k = n 
because the system becomes a series and a parallel system respectively. When k > 
n/2, the component importance increases from the first component to the (n — A; —l)st 
component and decreases from the tth component to the nth component. However, 
the components between the {n — k + l)st and the Ath have identical importance. 
W h e n  k  <  n / 2 ,  t h e  c o m p o n e n t  i m p o r t a n c e  i n c r e a s e s  f r o m  p o s i t i o n  1  t o  p o s i t i o n  k  
and decreases from position n — k 4- I to position n. The importance between k and 
n - k — I fluctuates without a fixed pattern. 
Based on their interpretation of component importance. Kuo and Zhang [48] 
developed the following optimal strategy for the design of consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F 
system: ( 1 ) given a desired system reliability with to-be-determined component re­
liabilities. we would devote the minimal effort to allocate higher reliability to more 
important positions and lower reliability to less important positions; (2) given the reli­
abilities of n components, the sequence of assigning components to the system should 
follow the pattern of component importance by allocating high reliability compo­
nents to high component importance positions; and (3) the above allocations may 
not be optimal if different costs are incurred when allocating components at different 
positions. 
They also discovered that the necessary condition for the optimal design of a 
general consecutive-A;-out-of- n :F system is to arrange components from position 1 to 
position min(A:. n — k + l) in non-decreasing order of component reliability, to arrange 
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the components from position m&x(k\ n - A; -r 1) to position n in non-increasing order 
of component reliability, and to arrange the 2k - n most reliable components in the 
middle in any order if < 2k. 
Another result in their paper is the necessary condition for the optimal design 
of a circular consecutive-A;-out-of-( A; + 2):F system, which is 
( P i  -  P i + z ) i P i + l  - P i + 2 )  for J = 1,2,..., A: -f-2, 
where p i  is the reliability of the component at position i  and p j  =  P j _ f ^ M 2  'O > A4-2. 
This is a very weak condition. 
The necessary conditions for the optimal design of consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F sys­
tems are summarized in Table 3.1. The sufficient conditions are summarized in Table 
3.2. 
Table 3.1: Necessary conditions of the optimal de­
sign of linear and circular consecutive-
A:-out-of-n:F systems 
System j Necessary Condition 
Linear .Arrange the leftmost min(A:,rt — k + 1) 
components in non-decreasing order of 
component reliability and the right­
most min(A:,M — k i- I) components in 
non-increasing order of component reli­
ability. If re < 2k, the 2k - n best com- | 
ponents should be placed in the middle ! 
in any order. ' 
Circular 
n = k + 2 
-f,'+3)(f(+l - P i ~ 2 )  ^  0-
for i = 1,2...., A- -f 2 
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Table 3.2: Summary of invariant optimal designs 
of linear consecuti ve- A -out-of- n : F sys­
tems 
System Invariant Optimal Designs 
k = I (any configuration) 
k = 2 ( 1, ra, 3, rt — 2,..., fi — 3,4, R — 1,2) 
2 <. k <. n — 2 ( D o e s  not exist) 
k = n — 2 (1,4, (any arrangement), 3.2) ! 
k = n — I (1, (any arrangement), 2) ! 
k = n (any arrangement) i 
The Consecutive-A'-out-of-n:G Systems 
Reliability and reliability bound evaluation 
The concept of consecutive-t-out-of- n :G system was brought up in Kuo, Zhang, 
and Zuo i49]. The relationship between the consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system and the 
consecutive-t-out-of- n :G system was built up and similar results on system reliability 
evaluation, reliability bound evaluation, and system design for consecutive-A;-out-of-
n;G systems were reported. 
A consecutive-Â:-out-of-n:G system consists of an ordered sequence of n  compo­
nents such that the system works if and only if at least k consecutive components in 
the system are good. The relationship between the consecutive-A;-out-of-a:F system 
and the consecutive-Ai-out-of-niG system is described below. 
If the reliability of component i, pi, in one type of consecutive-k-out-
of-n system (say, F system) is equal to the unreliability of component 
i, qi, in the other type of consecutive-k-out-of-n system (G system) for 
i = 1 . 2 , . . . .  M ,  given that both types of systems have the same values of n 
andk, then the reliability of one type of system is equal to the unreliability 
of the other type of system. 
Due to the relationship between the consecutive-A'-out-of-n:F system and consec-
utive-A;-out-of-n :CT system described above, and the available results of reliability and 
reliability bound evaluation for the consecutive-A:-out-of-ra:F systems, the following 
formulas were developed easily in Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo '49]. 
/ n ^ 
R { n \ k )  = R { r i  -  l [ k )  ^  Q ( n  -  k  -  \  p i  (3.38) 
\ i = n  —  k + l  /  
R c ( n \ k )  -  q n R i p i , - - ' - P n - l > f ^ )  -  P n R c ( P l ' - - - ' P n - V f ' )  
k  
^ ' j n—k^ i  — l pn—k+i  '  ' * ' ' •p i - l ' i i ^  
i=l 
XQ((i + 1, n — A; + i — 2); A;). (3.39) 
If the components are i.i.d., we have 
R { n ; k )  =  R { n  -  l \ k ) - r  Q { n  —  k  —  U  k )qp^ (3.40) 
R c ( n [ k )  = q R { n  —  I l k )  +  p R c i n  -  l [ k )  -i-k q ^ p ^ Q i n  -  k  -  2 ; k ) .  (3.41) 
The bounds of the reliability of linear and circular consecutive-fc-out-of-n:G sys­
tems are 
' n / k \ - l  /  j k - i - k  \  
l ( n\k) = lc(n\k) = l- fj 1- JJ (3.42) 
;=0 \ i = j k + l  )  
n —  k — 1 /  k  — I  \  
u { n \ k )  = 1- JJ 1- JJ PjVi (3.43) 
j=l \ i=0 / 
n  /  k — l  \  
u c ( n ] k )  = 1 — JJ I 1 — JJ Pj-t-i 1 • (3.44) 
; = 1 \ ( = 0 ' / 
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When the components in the system are i.i.cl.. we have the following bounds for the 
system reliabilities of both linear and circular consecutive-A:-out-of-n:G systems. 
l { n ; k )  =  A;) = 1 - ( 1 — (3.45) 
u ( n - . k )  =  1 ( 3 . 4 6 )  
uc(n;k) = l-d-/')'^ (3.47) 
Optimal system design 
Using Birnbaum's definition of component reliability importance and the results 
of consecutive-Â!-out-of-n:F systems, Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo [49] developed component 
importance formulas and optimal designs for consecutive-t-out-of- n :G systems. 
1. Component Importances: 
=  — [jR(m  k )  —  H i i  — Ij A') — { n  —  i; k )  +  R { i  — 1; k ) R  ( n  —  i; k)'\ 
Pi 
(Linear system) (3.48) 
I l  =  — [ R c i n \ k ) - R i ( n  —  l ; k ) ]  (Circular system) (3.49) 
Pi 
In a linear consecutive-&-out-of-n:G system with i.i.d. components, the com­
ponent importance increases from position 1 to position min{k.n — k I) and 
decreases from position max(A:, n -fc-M) to position n. Un < 2k, the component 
importance stays constant between component n — k + 1 and component k. In a 
circular consecutive-A'-out-of-nrG system with i.i.d. components, all components 
have equal component importance. 
2. The necessary condition for the optimal configuration of a linear consecutive-A;-
out-of-n:G system is to 
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(a) Arrange the components from position 1 to position min{k.n — A.' 4- 1) in. 
a non-decreasing order of component reliability. 
(b) Arrange the components from position max(A:,n — t + 1) to position n in 
a non-increasing order of component reliability. 
(c) Arrange the 2k — n best components between n — Ic + 1 and k in any order 
i f  <  2 k ,  
3. The optimal configuration of a linear consecutive-A:-out-of-re:G system with n < 
2k is 
(1.3,5,.... 2(ra — A') - 1. (any arrangement), 2(rj — t),... ,6,4,2) 
given that P i  <  P 2  <  •  •  •  <  P n - l  <  P n -
4. All arrangements of n components in a circular consecutive-A;-out-of-(A; 4- 1):G 
system give the same system reliability. 
5. The necessary condition for the optimal configuration of a circular consecutive-
A;-out-of(fc 4- 2):G system is 
( P i  -  P i + 3 ) ( P i + l  -  P i - h 2 )  2 0, for i = 1,2,..., A- - 2, 
where pj represents the reliability of the component at position i and pj = 
P j - k - 2  ^  +  2 -
Special Consecutive-A-out-of^n :F Systems 
Bollinger [13] presented a special version of consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F systems. 
He defines strict consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F systems which operate in such a way that 
isolated strings of failures of length less than k either do not occur or are immediately 
corrected. Thus, system failure occurs if and only if k or more consecutive components 
fail, and without any isolated failure strings of fewer than k consecutive components. 
Previous methods of calculating the failure probability for consecutive-Â!-out-of-
n:F systems do not rule out the situation that the failure mode (at least one string of 
k or more consecutive failures) is also accompanied by any possible strings of isolated 
failures of length less than k. For example, in a consecutive-.3-out-of-10:F system 
(with F (0) representing a failed (operating) component) the state FOFOFFOFFF 
is one of system failures only because of the last three Fs. but there are also three 
isolated failure strings of length less than three. It seems reasonable to suppose, 
however, that in at least some applications of these systems, as might be the case with 
communication relay systems, isolated failure strings of length less than k — which 
may degrade performance but do not cause system failure — are, or can be, detected 
and corrected within an interval short enough that the normal operating mode can be 
considered to have no failed components. That is. it is assumed here that although 
prevention of loss of system continuity is important enough that a consecutive-t-out-
of-n:F system design is used for protection, the detection and repair or replacement 
of isolated failed components occur quickly enough that the context is not of the 
ordinary consecuti ve-A'-out-of- n : F system. In such a case, system failure will occur 
when and only when k or more consecutive components fail, and without any isolated 
failure strings of fewer than k consecutive components. Such a system is called a 
strict consecutive-A:-out-of-fi:F system. 
As might be expected, the failure probability for an ordinary system is extremely 
conservative compared to that for a strict system. When the strict system applies, it 
might be possible to use the information this provides in design economies. 
\ method was given in Bollinger [1.31 for calculating the failure probability func­
tion for strict consecutive-&-out-of-R:F systems with i.i.d. components. It is through 
the enumeration of the number of binary strings of length n containing a given number 
of O's. and in which the O's occur only in blocks of length at least k, 
Q * ( n ' , k ) =  X; (.3.50) 
m — k  
I k) 
where denotes the number of non-zero binary strings of length n containing m 
O's, k < m < n, and in which O's occur only in blocks of length at least k > 2. 
The problem of obtaining is solved by an algorithm of array manipulations. 
The algorithm is easy to program, gives exact calculations for n and k as large as 
desired, and produces the a's for all k for a fixed n. .\n example of a tabulation of 
the a's for n = 9 was provided in the paper. 
Kossow and Preuss [46] extended Bollinger's definition of strict linear consecutive-
A,'-out-of-n;F system to circular consecutive-fc-out-of-n;F systems. They presented fail­
ure probability function of a strict linear consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system in a closed 
form. The calculation of a strict circular consecutive-A-out-of-n iF system is reduced 
to the linear case. 
q * ( T i ; k ) =  è (3.51) 
m=k 
where 
( "  '  ; + ' )  ( "  -  }  ( 3 . 5 2 )  
For the strict circular consecutive-A-out-of-niF systems, the following formula 
reduces its reliability evaluation to a strict linear system reliability evaluation. 
n  — 1 n  —  k — 2  
Q c { n ; k )  =  ^  ^  m p ' q ^ Q * { n  -  m  -  2 - . k )  
m=:k m=k 
- p Q ^ i n  - h k )  (.3.53) 
with assumptions: (1) an empty sum is zero and (2) Q * ( i ; k )  =  0, for i  <  k .  
Hwang [41] presented another variation of the consecutive-fc-out-of-n;F system — 
relayed consecutive-A:-out-of-n:F system. The often quoted examples for consecutive-
A.'-out-of-n:F systems are telecommunications systems, oil pipeline systems, and mo­
bile communication systems 18.191. In all these examples, some object, be it a 
message or the How of a signal, is relayed from a source to a sink through a sequence 
of intermediate stations. Care should be taken as to whether the source and the 
sink are also considered components of the systems, i.e.. whether they serve the same 
function as the intermediate stations. In the telecommunications system example and 
the oil pipeline system example, source, sink, and the intermediate stations are the 
same type of relay stations in one case and pumping stations in the other. Thus, both 
source and sink are considered components of the systems. In the mobile communi­
cation system example, it is assumed that the source and intermediate stations are 
all photo-transmitting spacecraft, but not the sink (which could be just an antenna). 
Thus, the system includes the source as a component but excludes the sink (this is 
true in the oil pipeline system if the sink is just a storage unit). 
In these examples where the source (sink) is also a component of a system, the 
consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system model does not describe the system accurately, since 
the system works only if the source (sink) works, regardless of the value of k. Such a 
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system is named a relayed conaecutive'k-out-of-n : F system, unipolar \î only the source 
is included and bipolar if both source and sink are part of the system. 
For such relayed consecutive-Â!-out-of-n:F systems. Hwang presented results on 
system reliability and optimal system design as follows. 
Since there exist 0 ( n )  time algorithms to compute R { n \ k ) ,  can also be 
computed in 0 { n )  time. 
An invariant optimal design of a unipolar relayed consecutive-A'-out-of- n :F system 
is to assign the most reliable component to position 1 and arrange the remaining 
components following the invariant optimal permutation for linear cortsecutive-A;-out-
of-(n — 1):F system. An invariant optimal design of a bipolar relayed consecutive-
A;-out-of-r?:F system is to assign the two most reliable components to positions 1 
and n and arrange the remaining n — 2 components following the invariant optimal 
permutation for linear consecutive-A:-out-of-(n — 2):F system. 
.As the author pointed out. many systems treated as consecutive-A'-out-of-niF 
systems in the literature are actually different kinds of animals which are called re­
layed consecutive-A'-out-of-n:F systems. Although the reliability formulas for the two 
models are similar, the actual reliabilities computed are different. Therefore, one 
should choose the correct model for reliability analysis. 
Summary 
The most efficient formulas for reliability evaluation of consecutive-/c-out-of-a 
systems developed so far are recursive. Only a few invariant optimal designs for 
; A;), for the unipolar case; 
Pti—l'yfi)'! for the bipolar case. 
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consecutive-Aî-out-of-n systems have been reported, especially for circular consecutive-
A:-out-of-n systems. For some k and n combinations, there may not exist any invariant 
optimal configuration. Also some methods for Aï-out-of-n systems may be adopted 
for consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems. More research results on these systems will be 
reported in the following two chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS OF it-OUT-OF-n AND 
CONSECUTIVE-A-OUT-OF-n SYSTEMS 
^•-out-of-n Systems 
A A'-out-of-n:G system is good if and only if at least k of its n components are 
good. In a A'-out-of-«;G system with i.i.d. components, the probability that exactly 
k out of n components work is 
Pr[Exactly k components out of n work] = . (4.1) 
Then, we have the following lemma for reliability evaluation of a A:-out-of-n;G system 
with i.i.d. components. 
Lemma 1 .4 closed formula for reliability evaluation of a k-out-of-n :G system with 
i.i.d. components is 
R { n ; k ) = p ^ Y l  H  f o r  1  <  k  <  n .  (4.2) 
j=k 
Proof of Lemma 1 
•According to the formulas by Rushdi 70', the system reliability of a Â!-out-of-n:G 
system with i.i.d. components is 
R { n \  k )  =  p [ I i ( n  —  1; A; — 1) — R{n — IjA;)] "  —  l;t) 
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= pPrfExactly k — I components out of n - 1 work! — /2(ri - l;t) 
Now, we have obtained a recursive formula 
I  +  R ( j  -  i : t ) ,  j  >  k .  
or 
and 
R ( j \ k )  =  0 ,  for J < Â;. 
As a result. 
n 
R { n ; k }  =  ^ [ R { j - . k ) - R ( j - U k ) ]  
j=k 
J = k  ^  
Lemma 2 For a k-out-of-n:G system with i.i.d. components, define 
then, 
(4.3) 
R i j ; k ) -  R { j - U k ) =  (4.4) 
(Q.E.D.) 
/(„,A,,p) = :^i£iil^LJl:, (4.5) 
p f -
+ = ,4.6, 
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Proof of Lemma 2 
f { n , k , p )  =  T  =  T  
= Y Ji ULgJ-t-l 
^ _ f. _ 1 \n 
n 
=  f ( n , k - i - l , p ) .  
(Q.E.D.) 
This result may be useful if there is a method to evaluate a function's derivative 
efficiently. 
The reliability of a Â;-out-of-n:G system with i.i.d. components is a function of 
n, A", and p. The increase of n p. both, or a decrease of k will increase the system's 
reliability. However, there are component importance factors and cost factors to be 
considered in improving system reliability. 
To analyze the effects of a component's reliability to system reliability, Birnbaum 
[9] defined component reliability importance. The component reliability importance 
function of a system is 
d R { n \ k )  
H  =  — ^ —  =  " ( P l )  P j _ i , L p j j . i ,  P n \ k )  
~ - ^ ( P l ) * " ' " P j  —  l i O î P t - f l ' ' * * »  P n ' i  k ) '  ( 4 '  /  )  
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In a A'-out-of-?j:G system with i.i.d. components, the reliability importance of the 
components are all the same. 
This formula says that the importance of any single component is equal to the prob­
ability that there are exactly A- - 1 components working out of an n - 1 component 
system. 
When the components of a A'-out-of-n:G system are not i.i.d.. the reliability 
Importance of component i is 
We may think of a k-out-oî-n system with k constant and n variable. The im­
portance of adding the (n -r l)th component is the probability that there are exactly 
k — 1 components working in the original n component system. If in the n component 
system, k — 1 components have relatively high reliabilities while the other n — k + I 
components have relatively low reliabilities, then the (n -i- l)th component in consid­
eration is relatively more important than otherwise. If there are already k or more 
than k very good components in the n component system, the adding of an (n -I- I)th 
component is not that important. The importance of a component is the probability 
that adding this component will form the first minimal path for the system. 
For example, consider a l-out-of-2:G system (a parallel system). 
(4.8) 
Il = Pr[Exactly k ~ 1 components out of the rest n — 1 work'. (4.9) 
RiPl^P2) = Pi +P2 - P 1 P 2  
h =- P2 
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h  -  ^ ~ Pi • 
VVe can see that the importance of component 1 is the probability that component 
2 fails and the importance of component 2 is the probability that component 1 fails. 
The more reliable component 2. the less important component 1, and vice versa. 
Adding one more component to a A-out-of-n:G system will always increase the 
system's reliability. However, the increase in the system's reliability becomes smaller 
as n becomes larger, while the cost of adding one more component is the same. If all 
components available are i.i.d., the optimal value of n is determined when there is no 
significant improvement on system reliability by adding one more component. Figure 
4.1 shows the relationships of system reliability and cost as functions of n, with p and 
k fixed. 
Now look at the effect of component reliability on the reliability of a A-out-of-n:G 
system with i.i.d. components. If A; = 1 (parallel system), the system's reliability is 
always larger than the components' reliability if n >1. If A: = n (series system), the 
system's reliability is always less than the components' reliability. However, when 
1 < A" < n, the system's reliability is less than p when p is small and greater than p 
when p is large. There exists a break-even point when R(n\ k) = p. This is illustrated 
in Figure 4.2. However, if p is close to 1, improving p would be very difficult and 
would have little improvement on the system's reliability. 
The decrease of k will lead to a larger system reliability. But the value of k 
generally cannot be determined by the reliability analyst. The value k is normally 
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Figure 4.1; fc-out-of-n;G system reliability and cost as functions of n  with p  = 0.9, 
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Figure 4.2: /-'-out-of-niG system reliability as a function of p with 
7, k = 3, and Line = p 
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Consecutive-A;-out-of-n Systems 
Special reliability formulas 
The following reliability formulas for special consecutive-Aï-out-of-n systems are 
provided. They are simple and useful for hand calculations and especially for the 
proofs of some optimal design results to be presented later in this dissertation. 
Lemma 3 The reliability of a linear consecutive-k-out-of-n :G system with n < 2k is: 
n — k + l  /  i + k — l  \  
E  \ l i + k  n  P j  
i=l \ j-i I 
(4.10) 
where = 1,  or 
n - k - r -l /i+k — l \  n—k /i—k 
rq{n - , k )=  n f; - E n P; 
i=l j=i / ( = 1 \j=i 
(4.11) 
Proof of Lemma 3 
Using Lemma 2 in Kuo. Zhang, and Zuo [49] and keeping in mind that n is not 
greater than 2k. we have 
R Q ( n \ k )  =  R { n  -  U k )  -  Q ( n  -  k  -  l : k ) q j ^ _ } ^  
I n 
n Pi 
\i=n — k^l / 
=  R ( { 2 . n ) \ k )  -  Q ( ( k  ~ 2 . n ) \ k ) q i ^ j ^ i  ^  j j  p i j  
= i2((2,n);A,-)^9jt+l ^ /'i) 
=  R ( ( 3 ,  n ) ; k ) -  |  JI PIJ  %+L ^  H  PIJ  
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n — k I  i — k — l  
R ( { n  -  k  ^  l . n ) \ k )  ^  +  % %  P j  
i=l j=i 
n  —  k  ^  i - r k  — 1 
P n - k + l - - - P "  -  Y 1  H - h k  n  P j  
i = l  \  j - i  
i i ~ k - r l  '  i - r k  — 1 \ 
E ii+k n  pj\^  = 
i=l j=i ] 
(Q.E.D.) 
Lemma 4 The unreliability of a linear consecutive-k-out-of-n :F system with n < 2k 
is: 
n - k - ^ l  I  i — k  —  l  
(4.12) 
- - \  
Qp{n\k)= J2 I Pf+A' n y 
j=i / i=l 
where Pn^l = 1, or 
n— k+1 (  i - r k — I 
Q f { n ; k ) =  ^  n  9 ;  
i = l \ j=i / 
n —k  
- E (  =  1  \ j = i  
(  i - t k  
n. vI • (4.13) 
Proof of Lemma 4 
A proof is immediate with Lemma 3 above and Lemma 1 of Kuo, Zhang, and 
Zuo [49;. (Q.E.D.) 
Lemma 5 The reliability of a circular consecutive-k-out-of-n;G system with n < 
2k + 1 is: 
n i-{-k — 1 \ n 
= E n+k n  ^ n  j=l j = i  J  i = l  
or, 
n  / i + t - l  ^  n  
(4.15) r ( ^<q(n \ k )  = y ,  
i=l 
where pj = Pj-ri J > " • 
( - r k 1 \ n f i + k  \  
n Pj -  E n pj  + n  Pi 
\ j=i / t=l \j=i / ( = 1 
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Proof of Lemma 5 
For n < k, the problem is trivial. If n = & — 1, using Lemma 3 in Kuo, Zhang, 
and Zuo [49], we have 
k + 1  i r - k  / k - r l  \  
R ( ; . Q { k + h k )  =  ^  n  P ;  - ^ 1  n  
( = 1  
A'+l 
\;=i+l / 
f  i - r k  
i = l / 
k - \ - l  \  Â ; + 1  
= L n  -  n  pj  ^  n  Pi 
i = l  \ j = i  +  l  j  =  l  }  i = l  
Â.'+l I i-rk—I ^ A; 4-1 
= E n^k n  Pj + n  Pi-
i = l  \  j = i  /  ( = 1  
Use mathematical induction to prove Lemma 5. Assume Formula (4.14) is correct 
tot I (k < I < 2k 4- 1). i.e., 
/  /  i - r k - l  \  
T .  \ l i 4 - k  n  P j  
i = l  \  j = i  
I l P i '  
i = l  
(4.16) 
where pj = if j  >  L 
Let n = / -r 1, then using Lemma 3 of Kuo. Zhang, and Zuo [49], Formula (4.16) 
and Lemma 3 above, we have 
k  
i = l  
k  (  U - l  \  / + 1  
/ ( i - l  \  /  /+1 
m - k ^ i  n P j  n P j  
u'=i  /  \ j — l  —  k - r i - r - l  )  
n.  P; 
\ j—i —k - r i—1  
=  E  m - k + i  n  P j  
i = i  \  U = i  /  
f l - k + l  i ^ k - 1  
-9 /+1  e  <ii+k  i i  p j  
\  i = l  \  j = i  
I  I  / i -i- k - l  I  
"f /+i  E  n+k n  Pj + n  Pi 
v i =l \  j = i  / i=l 
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= ( q i q i - k - l P l - k - 2 " - P l ^ l  
~n<ll-k+2Pl-k+i • • '  Pl+lPl 
^ ^ WPl+lPl " ' Pk-l^l 
~^1l+l% + lPl ' " Pk ^ 'il^l^k-^2P2 ' " Pk-~1 
- r  . . .  f  q i + i q i P l ^ f ^  '  '  '  P l - l  ^  q i + l P l - k + 1  "  P / )  
• • • P k  +  P l - \ ' i k - ^ 2 P 2  •  " P k + l  
-  . . .  ^  Plj^iqm-k -"Pl-l- Pl^\q\Pl-k+\ -"PI 
-r . . . -r PlJf-iqkPlPl • ' • Pk-0 ^ P l ' " P l + l  
n / i 4- A/' — 1 \ ji 
= E U Î^A; n ^ n  fr 
i  =  l  \  j - i  /  i= l  
(Q.E.D.) 
Lemma 6 The unreliability of a circular consecutive-k-out-of-n :F system with n < 
2k + 1 is: 
n / i-rk — 1 ^ n 
Q C T ( " : ^ ' ) = S  P i + k  n  9 ;  ^  n  
\ j=i / i=l 
or, 
n  
i = l  
^  i + k  — 1 \ n  (  i - ' r k  
j=l 
where qj = qj-n > "• 
n <!> -E  n«> +n?i  h-")  
\ ;=» / (=1 \ j= t  / (=1 
Proof of Lemma 6 
The result is immediate with Lemma 5 above and Lemma 1 of Kuo, Zhang, and 
Zuo [49]. (Q.E.D.) 
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Disjoint minimal path method 
As we have seen previously, minimal paths and cuts may be used to calculate the 
reliability of a A'-out-of-n system. The complexity of the SDP method is a function of 
the number of minimal paths or minimal cuts, and the complexity of finding all the 
disjoint minimal paths. The SDP method may be efficient for consecutive-A:-out-of-n 
systems because the components are ordered in such systems. Unlike the k-ont-of-n 
systems, where A;-out-of-n:F and {n — l)-out-of-«;G systems are equivalent, a con­
secutive-A'-out-of- n:F system is not equivalent to a consecutive-( n — k l)-out-of-rj:G 
system. In reliability evaluation, it is easier to work with minimal paths for consecu-
tive-Â:-out-of-n:G systems and minimal cuts for consecutive-A.'-out-of-n:F systems. 
Let us consider a consecutive-A;-out-of-?i:G system and define 
U = the set of certainty 
Pn = the set of disjoint minimal path sets when the system size is n 
Pn = if n < k. 
Then. 
^k = {(1,2,..., A:)} 
P ^ . + l  =  { ( 1 , 2 , . . . , A : ) , ( T , 2 . 3  k , k  +  l ) }  =  { P ^ . . ( T . 2 . . 3 , .  . . , A ' , A ' +  1 ) }  
^ A ' + 2  ~  { ( 1 , 2 , . .  . . & ) , (  1 , 2 . 3 . . . .  4 -  1  ) .  (  2 , 3 , .  . . . A *  —  l . A *  - f -  2 ) }  
=  ( 2 , 3 . . . . ,  A ' ,  A *  - r  1 ,  A '  - f  2 ) }  
^2k ~  { (  1 ( 2 , . . . ,  A ' ) ,  ( T ,  2 , 3 , . . . ,  A  +  1 ) ,  ( 2 , 3 . 4 — , k - ' 2 ) ,  
. . . ,  (  A : ,  A ;  1 , . . . ,  2 A ' ) }  
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=  { P 2 f { - i A b , k 1  2 k ' ) }  
P ' 2 k - f - ï  ~  { ( 1 . 2 , . . . . A , ' ) , ( l , 2 , 3 . . . . , ^ ' - r l ) . ( 2 . 3 . 4 . . . . . f c - i - 2 ) ,  
. , , ,  { k ,  k  + 1. . . . , 2A ! ) ,  ( I  —  P f ^ ) ( k  1 .  A;  - i -  2 , .  • . ,  '2k -f- 1 )} 
=  { P 2 k A U - P k ) ( k T T . k - 2  2 k  +  l ) } .  
In general, 
Pn =  — —  A ' . n  —  A -  ( 4 . 1 9 )  
Define 
= Pn — P^ — li (4.20) 
then. 
A n  =  { U  —  P ^ _ f ^ _ i ) ( n  — A', n - A; -r 1,..., n). ( 4 . 2 1 )  
In fact. A n  is the new disjoint minimal path added to the original system by introduc­
ing a component, n, into the {n — l)-component system. Pr{An} is the incremental 
reliability to the system by increasing the system size from n — 1 to n. 
With the disjoint minimal paths available, adding the probabilities of the mem­
bers of Pn will directly give the reliability of a consecutive-A;-out-of-n:G system: 
R ( n \ k )  =  R { n  —  1; t) 4- (1 — JZ(n —  k  —  1; k ) ) q ^ _ f ^ p ^ _ f ^ _ ! ^ - ^  '  "  P n -  (4.22) 
This is the same formula found by Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo [49]. Thus, we have presented 




Using the component reliability importance definition given by Birnbaum ,9]. 
Papastavridis [661. and Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo [49] provided the component reliability 
importance functions of a consecutive-A:-out-of-n;F system and a consecutive-t-out-
of-n:G system, respectively. 
The following lemmas describe the component reliability importance patterns of 
a linear consecutive-2-out-of-n:F system and a linear consecutive-2-out-of-n:G system. 
Lemma 7 In a linear consecutive-2-out-of-n ;F system with i.i.d. components and 
n > 4, the component reliability importance function, Ii, of position i is symmetric 
to i = {n + l)j'2, i.e., I^ = and satisfies the following conditions. 
Proof of Lemma 7 
In the following derivations, we will use notation R { i )  to represent R ( i ; 2 ) .  From 
Hwang ^40!, we have the following for a linear consecutive-2-out-of-n:F system with 
i.i.d. components: 
, for F systems, (4.23) 
~ R ( i  —  U k ) R ' ( n  —  for G systems. (4.24) 
hi > hi-1^ /or 2i < {n l)/2 
hi  < h( i - iy  < («  -^ l ) /2  
•^2i+l > hi-1^ /or 2i + l <(n + l ) /2  
R ( n  —  1 )  =  R { n )  —  R ( n  —  2 ) p q ^  
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R { n  -  I )  =  R ( n )  —  R ( n  - ' i ) p q ^  
R ( 0 )  = 1 
A( l )  =  1  
R { i )  >  R i i - r l ) ,  for ; > 1. 
From Papastavridis i66j, we have 
R { i  - l ) R ' ( n  -  i )  -  R ( n )  
" = v • 
Define 
J ;  =  - f -  R ( n )  =  R { i  —  l ) R ^ ( n  —  i ) .  
When all the components are i.i.d.. we have 
R ( i )  = R ' ( i ) .  for all i ,  
J I  =  R ( i  —  l)/2(n — i ) .  
Since and R ( n )  are constant to position i  in a consecutive-2-out-of-n:F system with 
i.i.d. components, and have the same pattern. We will only consider from 
now on. 
R ( m )  >  p R { m  — 1), for m > 0, 0 < p < 1 (4.2.5) 
because 
R{m ) = pfn Pr[the m  component system works I the m th works] 
-^qm Prfthe m component system works | the mth fails I 
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= p m r { m -  i )  
—qm Prfthe m component system work I the mth fails] 
> pmR(m - 1), for m > 1, 0 < /) < 1. 
Another general result is 
R ( m )  <  R { i ) R { m  -  i ) ,  for i = 1,2,..., m — 1 (4.26) 
because 
R { m )  =  
( 1 ) 4  =  
R ( l ) R { m  - 1) - p q ^ R ( m  —  3), 
for i = 1 or m — 1 
R{i)Rim — i) — p''^" R{ i — '2)R{rn. — i — 2 ), 
for i =2 m — 2 
J l  =  R { 0 ) R ( n  - 1) = R { n  —  1). 
( 2 )  J 2 :  
J 2  =  R { l ] R i n  —  2 )  =  R { n  —  2 )  >  R ( n  —  1 )  =  J i ,  for n > 3. 
(3) J3: 
. ,4.27, i R ( i ) R { n  — 1 — i) — p'^q"R ( t i  — 3 — i ) R ( i  —  2), for t > 1 
As a result, 
J 2  =  R { l ) R ( n  —  2 )  =  R { n  —  1 )  +  p q ^  R ( n  —  4 )  (4.28) 
J3 =  R ( 2 ) R ( n  —  3) = R { n  -1)4- p ^ q ^ R ( n  - 5) 
=  J l  ^  p ^ q ^ R ( n  -  Ô ) .  (4.29) 
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By letting m = n - 4 in Equation (4.25). we have 
R ( n  - 4) > p R { n  -  5). for n > 5. 
Therefore, from Equations (4.28) and (4.29): 
Jg < 72» for n > .5 
J3 > Ji, for 77 > .5. 
(4) t/4: Using Formula (4.27), 
J 2  =  R ( l ) R ( n  -  2 )  =  R ( n  —  I )  +  p q ^ R ( n  —  4) 
J 4  =  R { 3 ) R { n  -  4 : )  =  R { n  —  I )  +  R { l ) R ( n  —  6 ) .  
It is true that 
J4 < j'2> 
because 
/2(rt - 4) 
=  P n _ ^ R { l ) R { n  -  6 )  
'^ln-5 Pr[the n — 4 component system works| the (n - ô)th fails] 
>  p R { l ) R { n  —  6 ) .  
(.5) Comparing with J?n: 
Assuming m + .3 < (n -r l)/2 and using Formula (4.27): 
•^m+3 ~ R(m +'2)R(n - m — ^) 
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=  R ( n  -  1 ) - i - R ( m ) R { n  -  m  —  ô )  
J r n - ^ 2  -  R { m l ) R { n  -  m  —  2 )  
= i?(ra — 1) + p^q^R(m - l)iî(R - m — 4) 
Jrn-bl - R(m)R(n-m-l) 
J m  = R{ m  -  l )R{ n  -  m ) .  
If Jju+l «/m, then we have the following: 
R {Tn) R ( n  —  m  — 1) > R^vn — l)iî(7? — m), (n -— n — 4) 
R{ w )R{ n — 4 — m — 1) > R{ m — 1 )R{ n — 4 — tn) 
R ( m ) R { n  -  m  -  5 )  >  R ( m  —  l ) R ( n  -  m  —  i )  
R { m  2 ) R { n  —  m  —  3 )  >  R ( T n  - r  ] . ) R ( n  —  n i  —  2 )  
If Jrn + l < «/m , then we have the following: 
R ( m ) R ( n  -  m  -  I )  <  R ( m  —  l} R ( n  -  m ) ,  ( n  — n - 4) 
R { m ) R { n  -  i  —  m  —  I )  <  R ( m  —  l ) R { n  -  i  -  m )  
R{ tn )R( n — m — 5 ) < R{ m — 1 )R( n — m — 4 ) 
R(Tn " T  2 ) R{ti —  m  — 3) R{ m  4- l)i2(n — m  — 2) 
•^m+S •^m+2-
(6) Comparing with Jm-
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Assuming m 4- 4 <  ( n  1), 2 and using Formula (4.27): 
Jm+i — R{m ~ S)R(n — m — i) 
=  R { n — 1 ) + P " rr? -i- 1 ) R { n  — m  — 6) 
J m -r'2 — R{iTn - l )R( n  —  m  — 2) 
=  R ( n  -  I )  4 - R ( m  -  l ) R ( n  —  m  —  ^ )  
J m  =  R ( m  -  l ) R { n  —  m )  
—  R ( n  — 1) + p ^ < j ^  R ( m -  — 3)iZ(n — in — 2). 
If Jrn+2 ^ then we have the following: 
R { m  +  l ) R { n  —  n i  —  2 )  >  R ( m  -  ] . ) R ( n  —  m ) ,  ( n  — n — 4 )  
R ( m  —  l)i?(n - 4 - m - 2) > R [ m  —  l)i2(n — 4 - m) 
R{ tti 4" 1 )iZ( n  — m — 6 ) R{ v n  — 1 )R{ n  — m — 4) 
R( m  + ' i )R{ n  -  m  —  i )  >  R{ m  +  l )R( n  -  m  —  2 )  
4 ^ •^m+2' 
If y_ 1 < Jm, then we have the following: 
R { m  +  l ) R { n  -  m  —  2 )  <  R { m  -  l ) R { n  —  m ) ,  ( n — n  — 4 )  
i2(m + l)i2(R - 4 - m - 2) < R{m - l)R{n - 4 - m) 
R ( m  +  l ) R ( n  —  m  -  6 )  <  R { m  -  l ) R ( n  -  m  —  4 )  
R(TTi Z)R(n — w — 4) < R { f T i  - r  I ) R { n  —  m  —  2 )  
'^m-r4 ^ "4?% 4-2' 
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Lemma 8 The component reliability importance function. //, in a consecutive-2-out-
of-n;G system has the same pattern as the component reliability importance function 
in a consecutive-2-out-of-n :F system, given that the components are i.i.d. 
Proof of Lemma 8 
From the proof of Lemma 7, we know the following for a consecutive-2-out-of-n :F 
system: 
R{ 77 + 1 ) = R( n ) — m n — 2 )p(j^ 
R { n  —  I )  =  R ( n )  —  R { n  —  Z ) p q ^  
R ( 0 )  = 1 
A(l) = 1 
R ( i )  >  R { i  -^1), for i  >  1 
.  R ( i  —  1 )  R ^  { n  —  i )  —  R ( n )  
" 5 • 
Using the results in Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo 149], we have the following for a consecutive-
2-out-of-n:G system: 
Q(n + 1) = Q { n )  -  Q ( n  -  2 ) q p ^  
Q ( n  —  1 )  =  Q ( f i )  +  Q { n  —  
Q(0)  =  1  
Q ( l )  =  1  
Q { i )  >  Q(t-rl), for ; > 1 
r Q(' — — i) ~ ) 
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As a result, all arguments for R { i ) ,  q j .  and of the consecutive-2-out-of-n:F system 
in the Proof of Lemma 8 hold for Q(i), p,, and /j of the consecutive-2-out-of-n:G 
system here. Thus, the same component reliability pattern holds for the consecutive-
2-out-of-n:G system. 
Figure 4.3 shows the position importance pattern of a consecutive-2-out-of-20:G 
system with p = 0.5. From the position importance patterns, it is clear that even 
though the component reliabilities are the same, some positions are more important 
than others. A very intuitive way of optimal design is to assign more reliable com­
ponents to more important positions. Such a heuristic is implemented in Chapter 
5. 
Strict Consecutive-A;-out-of-« Systems 
The author does not think that the concept of a strict consecutive-A'-out-of-rj:F 
system given by Bollinger [1.3] is valid (see review in Chapter 3). In fact, in a normal 
consecutive-A;-out-of-n :F system, it is assumed that the system is working even if there 
are many failure strings of length longer than zero, as long as they are shorter than 
k. These failure strings may degrade the performance of the system, but the system 
can still perform the task for which it is designed. If the maintenance of the system 
is efficient, these failure strings shorter than k can be easily eliminated before they 
accumulate and result in a system failure. These arguments agree with Bollinger [13;. 
However, the strings shorter than k but longer than zero have nothing to do with the 
failure probability of the system. The reason is that the system fails whenever there 














Figure 4.3: The pattern of component reliability importance of a consecutive-2-out-
of-20:G system 
other failure strings shorter than k or not. As a result, the failure probability of the 
s y s t e m  i s  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a t  l e a s t  o n e  f a i l u r e  s t r i n g  o f  l e n g t h  a t  l e a s t  k .  
The condition that there are no isolated failure strings of fewer than k consecutive 
components should not be added to it. The definition of failure probability given in 
Bollinger [13] underestimates the failure probability of the system. 
If the definition given in [13] is used, the reliability of the consecutive Ar-out-of-
n:F system is not equal to 1 minus the failure probability of the system. The case 
FOFOFFOFFF (k = Z) is not included in the failure probability calculation. It cannot 
be included in the system's reliability calculation either because certainly it does not 
result in an operating system. Thus, the concept of strict consecutive-t-out-of- n :F 
system is useless. 
Summary 
This chapter studied some characteristics of the A:-out-of-re system. Special reli­
ability evaluation formulas for consecutive-A:-out-of-n systems were developed. Com­
ments were made on the concept of the strict consecutive-A!-out-of-fi:F systems. The 
component reliability importance pattern of a linear consecutive-2-out-of-n system 
was identified. 
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CHAPTER 5. OPTIMAL SYSTEM DESIGN OF 
CONSECUTIVE-A-OUT-OF-n SYSTEMS 
Introduction 
Many researchers have studied reliability evaluation of the consecutive-&-out-of- n 
systems. However, not much has been reported on the optimal design issue of such 
systems, especially of circular systems. 
The system design of a consecutive-A;-out-of-n system is to arrange components 
with different reliabilities to different positions such that system reliability is max­
imized. In some cases only the ranking of the components" reliabilities determines 
the optimal arrangements of thé components, while in other cases exact component 
reliabilities must be available in order to determine the optimal arrangement of the 
components. If a system design depends solely on the ranking of the component reli­
abilities, it is called invariant system design. Thus, efforts have been made by many 
researchers to And invariant optimal designs of some consecutive-A'-out-of-n systems. 
This chapter is devoted to the optimal design of both linear and circular con­
secutive-t-out-of-n systems. Theorems and lemmas are provided either to find the 
invariant optimal designs of the systems, or to prove that invariant optimal designs 
do not exist. .4.11 cases of consecutive-A'-out-of-n systems are theoretically analyzed. 
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A heuristic method and a randomization method are provided to find at least subop­
timal designs of a consecutive-A'-out-of-n systems. A special binary search method is 
presented also. 
We assume that pi, P2, .... and pn are all positive and distinct, since other 
cases can be viewed as limits of this case. Without this assumption, some strict 
inequalities proven below will become non-strict and consequently, the optimal design 
to be presented is unique up to equivalent components (components with the same 
reliability). We also treat the reversed sequence of a system configuration be the same 
as the original. 
Invariant Optimal System Designs 
Theorem 1 .4 necessary condition for the optimal design of a circular consecutive-
k-out-of-n :F system with n = k + 2 is 
ill - - y+l) < 0, /or j  =  i  -r I J  +  2  (5.1) 
( l i  -  q j )  [ 9 j  +  l 9 ; _ l ( 9 i _ l  -  i ) +  
~ y - 0 ]  <  0, for j >i-r 3 (5.2) 
where i ranges from 1 through n, qi is the unreliahility of the component at position 
i, and qj = qj_„ if j > n. 
Proof of Theorem 1 
The formula for the unreliability of a circular consecutive-A;-out-of-r?:F system 
given in Lemma 6 is used in the following proof. 
(1) For the case j — i + 1, a. proof is given in Kuo and Zhang [48]. 
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(2) When j  =  i  -  2. interchanging the component at position i  ( q ^ )  and the 
component at position j (qj) results in the following change in system unreliability 
A = ^"'before - ^ CT("'^')after 
= •••?;_!- qi+iqjqj^i • • • ?/_2 - 9j+2 • • • -
9; + l • • • '9;-l " 9;-l ' ' ' 
- •  " 9 i - l  -  +  l  ' • • 1 1 - 2  +  1 j + 2  •  • • ' i i - l l j l i + l  T  
q j ^ i  • • • qi-iqj - qi+iqi •••qi-i- qj^i • • • qjqi^ii 
= iqj - q'Mi^iqj+i " • qi-2 - - <?i)9i+i9;+2 
= (qj- qi){qj-ri - • • • 9&-2 
= i q i  - q j ) { q i - \  -  q j ^ l ) q i ^ \ q j ^ 2 ' ^ ^ ' i i - 2 •  
\lql < qj and(jj_j > then A < 0. In other words, if ) < 0, 
system unreliability can only be increased (system reliability can only be decreased) 
by interchanging components i and «4-2. As a result, if the system is already optimally 
designed, the following inequality must be true 
(9i - - ^ j + l) < 0-
(3) When j  >  i  3, interchanging the component at position i  ( q ^ )  and the 
component at position j (qj) results in the following change in system unreliability 
A = QcF("!^")before -'?C'F("=^')aftet 
= [ij+2 • • • li-inn+i •••qj-i- qj+i • • • ••'qj-2 
+qi+2 • • • 9j-l?j9j+l • • • q i - l ' T  9(4-1 •  •  •  qj_iqj9j +  i •  •  •  q i - 2  
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~1j+l ' " 'ii-l'îili+l " ' 1j-I 
-[<lj+2 ' ' ' ti-lljli+l ' • • y - l  9;4-1 ' " ' ' ' ' q j - 2  
•^9j+2 • • • I j - i m j + l  •  '  '  q j - i q i q j u - i  • • • %_2 
- Qi+i • • • qj-iQiqj^i • • • qi-i] 
= (9i - qj)[qi+iqj-l{qi-l - qj+i) + gj_igj + i(qj+i - gj_i)! X 
< i i + 2 - - - y - 2 y + 2 - - " l i - 2 -
The interchange of components at positions i and j can only increase the system's 
unreliability if (qj - qj)[qi+iqj-i(qi-i - qj + i) + qi-iqj+iiqi+i -qj-l)] < 0. 
In summary, if a system is optimally designed, then the conditions listed in 
Theorem 1 must be true. As a result, the conditions in Theorem 1 are necessary 
conditions for the optimal design of a circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system with 
n = k -r 2. (Q.E.D.) 
Lemma 9 A stronger necessary condition than that in Theorem 1 for the optimal 
design of a circular consecutive-k-out-of-n ;F system with n = k + 2 is 
- qj )(qi-l - qj+l ) < O, for j > i. (5.3) 
where i ranges from 1 through n, is the unreliability of the component at position 
i ,  a n d  q j  =  q j - n  i f  j  >  n .  
Proof of Lemma 9 
When j = ! + 1 or J = ( -r 2, the condition in Lemma 9 is equivalent to that in 
Theorem 1. Now look at the condition for j > i + 2 in Theorem 1, 
( %  - 9 j ) [ 9 i + i 9 ; - i ( ? i _ i  -  q j + i )  +  q i - i q j + i i q i + i  -  q j - i )  <  o  
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or equivalently, 
(% -qj+i)qi+iqj-i -*-(?; -  qj){qi-i -qj-i)qi-iqj^i <0. (5.4) 
The left hand side of the above inequality is a sum of two terms. We can prove the 
second term is always negative if the first term is negative for all i. 
Assume (gj - qj)(q{_i - q j + i )  < 0 for j  > i, then for j  incremented by 1 
(j' = j ~ I) and i decremented by 1 (/ = ; - 1), the second term on the left hand 
side of inequality (5.4) becomes 
or 
(9;-i - q j + i ) ( q i  -  q j ) q i - 2 y + 2  
and this is negative from the assumption. 
As a result, if the condition in Lemma 9 is satisfied, the conditions in Theorem 
1 must be satisfied. The condition in Lemma 9 is a stronger necessary condition for 
the optimal design of a circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F with n = k ^ 2. (Q.E.D.) 
Theorem 2 For a circular consecutive-k-out-of-n ;F system with n = k + 2, the only 
configuration satisfying the necessary condition in Lemma 9 is 
C'xi = (l,ii — 1,3, n — 3, '3, n — .3,..., R — 6,6,n — 4,4, n — 2,2,n,l). (5.5) 
Thus, C'n is the invariant optimal design of a circular consecutive-k-out-of-n;F system 
with n = A; + 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 2 
To satisfy the necessary condition specified in Lemma 9. component 1 must be 
adjacent to components n and n — 1. If not, say, 1 is not adjacent to n — 1. but to some 
i,i < n - 1. Let j be the item following ra — 1 in the sequence l,i.... ,n - l.j. This 
sequence violates the condition specified in Lemma 9. since qi > qj and 
Similarly, we can show that n must be adjacent to 1 and 2, 2 must be adjacent to n 
and n — 2, and so on. In essence, C'n is the only configuration satisfying the necessary 
condition specified in Lemma 9. Thus, it is the invariant optimal design of a circular 
consecutive-A?-out-of-n:F system with n = k + 2. (Q.E.D.) 
Theorem 3 .4 necessary condition for the optimal design of a circular consecutive-
k-out-of-n:G system with k < n < 2k + 1 is 
i P i  -  P j ) { P i - l  -  P j + l )  >  ^ '  ; > i. (5-6) 
where i ranges from I through n, pi is the reliability of the component at position i. 
a n d  p j  =  p j _ f ^  i f  j  >  n .  
Proof of Theorem 3 
The formula of the reliability of a circular consecutive-A:-out-of-n:G system given 
in Lemma 5 is used in the following proof. 
Let i < k (proof for i > k is similar) and j > i. Interchanging the component at 
position i (pj-) and the component at position j (pj) results in the following change 
in system reliability 
A = %G(":^)before " ^ C'G(":^)after 
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= Pn-k-^i-^l • ' • PnPl " • Pi-l(Pi - Pj) 
- P n - k + i ^ 2  •  •  •  P n P l  •  '  •  P i - l ( P i  -  P j ) P i + l  
^  -  P n - k + j  '  '  •  P n P l  •  • • P i - l i P i  -  P j  ) P i ^ l  • • • P j - l  
- i P j  -  P i ) P j ^ l - - - P j ^ k - l  - ^ P j - l i P j  -  P i ) P j - i - ' - P j ^ k - 2  
- • • • - P i + 1  ' " P j - l i P j  ~ P i ) P j M i  • • • P k + i  
- P n - k + i  •  - - P r i P l  •  -  P j )  
~Pn-k-ri-rl ' " PnPl • • • Pi-liPi --Pj)Pi+l 
-  . . .  -  P n - k ^ j - l  •  • • P n P l  •  - ' P i - l i P i  -  P j ï P i ^ l  •  - - P j - l  
- ( P j  -  P i ) P j ^ l - - - P j + k -  P j - l ^ P j  -  P i y P j  +  l ' - - P j + k - l  
-  P i ^ l - - - P j - l ( P j  - P i ) P j  +  i  • • • P k + i + l  
= iPi  -  P j  ) { q n - k ^ i P n - k ^ i - h l  '  •  '  P n P l  '  - - P i - l  
-%-k+i+lPn-k-^i~2 ' " PnPl • " Pi-lPi+l 
^ ^ 'in-k+j-lPn-k+j ' " PnPl ' ' ' Pi-lPi+l •••Pj-l) 
H P j  -  P i ) [ P j ^ l  •  • • P j ^ k - l ' i j + k  -  P j - l P j + l  •  " P j ^ k - 2 ' i j ^ k - l  
- . .. ^  ff + l ' + 1 
= (Pi - Pj)'\}<%-k-riPn-k+i+l • • • PriPl • • • Pi-l - PjJrl ' ' •Pj^k-iy+k'i 
•^(^n-k+i+lPn-k+i+2 ' ' ' PnPl ' • • Pi-iPi+l 
- P j - l P j + l -  " P j - k - 2 ' i j + k - l ^  
-f* . . . 
^ ( ^ n - k + j - l P n - k - r j  •  '  •  P n P l  •  •  •  P i - l P i + l  •  •  ' P j - l  -
Pi+l • • • Pj-lPj+1 • • • Pk+ilk+i-l)]' 
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In the square brackets of the above equation is a sum of the differences of two 
terms. Each term is a product of fc - 1 component reliabilities and one compo­
nent unreliability. The minuends include components starting from component I 
{I = « — 1, i + 1, j + 2,..., J — 1) counterclockwise {i is excluded), and the subtrahends 
include components starting from component m {m = j + I, j — l,j - 2...., i + 1) 
clockwise {j is excluded). Because n < 2t + l and j > t, the ends of the corresponding 
two strings of k components clockwise and counterclockwise must overlap. 
If we have the condition, 
( P i  -  P j ) i P i - l  -  P j ^ l )  >  0 for all j  >  i  
satisfied, all the difference terms in the bracket will be positive or negative depending 
upon if {pi — pj) is positive or negative, respectively, i.e., A will always be non-
negative. This proves that Equation (5.6) is a necessary condition for the optimal 
design of a circular consecutive-6-out-of-n:G system with n < 2k 4- 1. (Q.E.D.) 
Theorem 4 For a circular consecutive-k-out-of-n ;G system with n < '2k + l, the only 
configuration satisfying the necessary condition in Theorem 3 is 
C n  = (1,3,5,7,...,8,6,4,2,1). (5.7) 
Thus, C'n is the invariant optimal design of a circular consecutive-k-out-of-n :G system 
with n < 2Â! -t- 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4 
To satisfy the necessary condition specified in Theorem 3, component 1 has to 
be adjacent to component 3 and 2. If not, say, 1 is adjacent to some i, i > 3. Let j be 
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the item following 2 in the sequence 1, t,.... 2 , j .  This sequence violates the condition 
specified in Theorem 3, since pj < pj and pi > P2- Similarly, we can show that 2 
must be adjacent to 1 and 4, 3 must be adjacent to 1 and 5, and so on. In essence. 
C'n is the only configuration satisfying the necessary condition in Theorem 3. Thus, 
it is the invariant optimal design of a circular consecutive-A;-out-of-a:G system with 
n < 2k + 1. (Q.E.D.) 
Theorem 5 There does not exist any invariant optimal configuration for a linear 
consecutive-k-out-of-n:G system when 2 < k < n/2. 
Proof of Theorem 5 
To prove Theorem 5, it suffices to exhibit different choices of component reliabili­
ties that lead to different optimal configurations for a linear consecutive-A:-out-of-n:G 
system with 1 < fc < n/2. 
Choose value T  such that 0  <  T  <  1, let = P2 = • • • = P n  — k ~ l  ~ 
let Pn-A" = Pn-k-^1 = = Pn-k^'i = . • • = M = 1. It is 
obvious that for this choice of component reliabilities — k — 1 perfect components, 
two equivalent imperfect components, and n - k — l failed components — the optimal 
configurations are: 
(0, ..., 0, T, 1, 1, r, 0 0 ), (5.8) 
i  ^  — 1  n — i — k  —  l  
where i = 0,1,.... n - A; — 1. The implication is that if an invariant optimal config­
uration exists, it must place the fc + 1 best components together with the two worst 
components among these A; + 1 best components at the two ends of the string. 
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Now choose S and T such that 0 < 5 < T < 1, let = P2 = • • • = /I'—1 ~ 
let = Pn-k^l = T. and let Pn-k+2 = Pn-k^^ = ... = = 1. From the 
above arguments, we know that the A; 4- 1 best components must be put together as 
(T. 1, 1, T). We prove that the string has to be put at one end of the linear 
system to attain maximum system reliability, i.e., 
s i  =  { T ,  1, ..., 1, T ,  5, 5). (5.9) 
k — 1  n — k — 1  
The system's reliability of such a configuration. is computed by decomposing 
on the two components with reliability T. This pair of components may have four 
states. {(0,0), (0.1), (1,0). (1.1)}, therefore. 
= (1 - T ) ^ R { n  - k - l ) ~ 2 T { l - T ) ~  T ^ ,  (5.10) 
where R { n  —  k  —  1 )  is the reliability of a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-( n —  k  —  1):G 
system with i.i.d. component reliability 5. 
Consider another configuration with i components of reliability 5 on the left of 
the k + I best component string, i.e., 
s2 = (5. .... 5, T. 1 1. r, 5 5), (5.11) 
i  k  —  l  n - i - k  —  l  
where i = 1,2,..., r  — A; — 2. The system's reliability of such configurations, Ag2, is 
computed in a similar way, 
Rs2  =  { l - T ) ^ [ R ( i ) - r R ( n - i - k - l ) - R { i ) R { n - i - k - l ) ] ^ 2 T { l - T )  +  T ^ .  (5.12) 
where R { i )  is the reliability of a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-z:G system with i.i.d. 
component reliability 5 and R(n — i — k — I) is the reliability of a linear consecutive-
A:-out-of-(n — i — k - 1):G system with i.i.d. component reliability 5. 
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R g l  is greater than Rg2 because R{n — k - I) is greater than R ( i ) - ^  R { n  —  i  -  k  —  
I)- R(i)R{n-i-k-l). R(n-k-I) is the reliability of a G system with n-k-l i.i.d. 
c o m p o n e n t s  o f  e q u a l  r e l i a b i l i t y  5 ,  a n d  R ( i )  +  R ( n  —  i  -  k  —  1 )  —  R ( i ) R { n  —  i  —  k  —  I )  i s  
the sum of two independent non-null subsystem reliabilities and the total number of 
i.i.d. components of reliability 5 considered in these two subsystems is also n — k — I. 
Thus, if an invariant optimal configuration exists, it must have the best A; + 1 
components arranged as (T, 1, .... 1, T) and put to one end of the linear system. 
Finally, to obtain a contradiction, choose numbers 5 and T such that 0 < 5 < 
T  <  0.5. let PI =  p 2  = ... = P n - k - 1  =  P n - k  =  P n - k - 1  =  •  •  •  =  P n  =  T .  
The previous computations imply that if an invariant optimal configuration exists, 
the configuration, 
5 l  =  ( r ,  . . . .  T, 5 ,  . . . ,  5 )  (5.13) 
k ^ l  n — k — l  
must be optimal for this particular choice of component reliabilities. This is not the 
case, in fact, we can prove that another configuration, 
s 2  =  ( S . T  r. 5, ..., 5) (5.14) 
" V '  
k-h\ Ti—k—'2 
is strictly better. We will use R(pi,... ,pn) to represent the reliability of a linear 
consecutive-A:-out-of-n:G system with component reliabilities arranged as p^, P2f • • •, 
Pri '  
Rs2 = R(T,...,T,S S) + Q{T,S,....S)ST^-'^(1 - T). (5.15) 




'  Q ( T  r . 5  5 ) (  1 - 5 ) 5 ^ ' .  n > 2 k ^ l  
R g l  —  R ( T , . . . ,  T ,  5 , . . . .  5  )  +  
^I+T" 
' 
n- l  
k+l 
n = 2jt + 1 
n — k  —  1  
Q(IV^)(1-T)5^', 
n — k  —  1  
( 1  _  T ) T 2 k + l - n g n - k - l ^  k  <  n <  2 k  +  1  
(5.16) 
We say that Rg2 greater than R^i because of the following inequalities. 
Q { T , S — ,5) > Q ( T ,  — r,5,....5), when n  >  2 k  4- 1 
n — k  —  1  k - 1  
n - k — l  
Q(T .S  5 )  =  1 ,  
57iA;-1(1 _ r) > (1 _ T)t 
n - k - l  
2A:-^ 1  — n  q n — k — 1  
S T ^ - ' ^ { l - T ) > ( l - T ) S ^ ,  
S T ^ - ^ ( l - T ) > ( l -  S ) S ^ ,  
The last inequality is true from the following inequalities: 
0 < 5 < T < 0.5 
T ( l - r )  >  5 ( 1 - 5 )  
when n < 2k + 1 
when n < 2A ;  +  1  
when n = 2A; + 1 
when n > 2k + 1. 
.fc-L 
S T ^ - ^ ( l - T )  >  ( 1  -  5 ) 5 ^ .  
Therefore, there are cases when is larger than Rgi, i.e., there does not exist 
an invariant optimal configuration for a linear consecutive-Â;-out-of-n:G system when 
1 < k < n/2. (Q.E.D.) 
l - T )  >  5 ^ - ^ ( 1 - 5 )  
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Theorem 6 There does not exist any invariant optimal configuration for a circular 
consecutive-k-oui-of-n : F system when 3 < k < n — 2. 
Proof of Theorem 6 
To prove Theorem 6. it suffices to exhibit different choices of component reliabil­
ities that lead to different optimal configurations for a linear consecutive-Ar-out-of-n:F 
s y s t e m  w i t h  Z  <  k  <  n  — 2 .  
First, consider the case when k ^ n — 3. Choose pn = 1, and then the circular 
consecutive-t-out-of- n : F system is equivalent to a linear consecutive-Â!-out-of-(n —1):F 
system with component reliabilities • • • ^Pn—l ^ < (n - 1) — 2. According 
to Theorem 1 of Malon [57], the linear consecutive-A;-out-of-( n - 1):F system does not 
have an invariant optimal configuration. As a result, the circular consecutive-t-out-
of-n:F system with pn = 1 does not have an invariant optimal configuration. Thus, a 
general circular consecutive-A;-out-of-ra:F system with 3 < fc < n - 3 does not either. 
Now consider the case when k = n — Z. If Pt^ = 1, then the test n — 1 components 
should be ordered following the invariant optimal configuration of a linear consecutive-
{n — 3)-out-of-(n — 1):F system as specified in Malon 157). Choose 5 and T such that 
0 < S < T < I, \Gt p-^ = p2 = S. and let pg = p^ = ,., = p^ — l = T. Then the 
optimal configuration is supposed to be 
(1, 5, T ,  . . . .  T, 5, 1), (5.17) 
n — Z  
i.e., the two least reliable components should be put adjacent to the most reliable com­
ponent. However, we find the following choice of component reliabilities contradicts 
the above configuration. 
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Choose r such that 0 < T < 1, let = P2 = 0. and \et = pn = T. 
If the above configuration is optimal we need to arrange the components in the order. 
si = (T, 0. J T, 0, T) (5.18) 
n-3 
and the system's reliability is (decomposing on a component with 0 reliability with 
the formula in Antonopoulou and Papastavridis [4]): 
Rsl = RciT r.O) - 7^(1 _ r)^-l _ [k - 2)f^(l - (5.19) 
n —1 
However, the following configuration. 
s2  =  (r ,  T.  0 ,  r ,  r ,  o .  t ) ,  (5 .20)  
n—A. 
has system reliability (calculated in a similar way): 
Rs2  = RciT r . O )  -  f ^ { l  - T ) ^ - ^  - ( k  - 3)r^(l - T)^-'\ (5.21) 
n —1 
which is larger than (Q.E.D.) 
Theorem 7 There does not exist any invariant optimal configuration for a circular 
c o n s e c u t i v e - k - o u t - o f - n  : G  s y s t e m  w h e n  2  <  k  <  (  n  —  l ) / 2 .  
Proof of Theorem 7 
To prove Theorem 7. it suffices to exhibit different choices of component reliabili­
ties that lead to different optimal configurations for a linear consecutive-A!-out-of-a:G 
system with 2 < t < (n - l)/2. 
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Choose Pi = 0. Then, the circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n:G system is equivalent 
to a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-(n - 1);G system with component reliabilities jog- fg, 
.... pn and k < (n — l)/2. According to Theorem 5 above, the linear consecutive-
A:-out-of-(n — 1)'.G system does not have an invariant optimal configuration. As a 
result, the circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n:G system with = 0 does not have an 
invariant optimal configuration, and thus, not a general circular consecutive-t-out-
of-n;G system with k < {n - l)/2. (Q.E.D.) 
With the theorems developed in this section, the theory of the optimal design 
of the linear and circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems are complete. They are 
summarized in the following two tables. 
Variant Optimal System Designs 
This section is devoted to the designs of consecutive-t-out-of-n systems where 
invariant optimal designs do not exist. This section presents a heuristic method and a 
randomization method to find at least sub-optimal designs of consecutive-A'-out-of-n 
systems. A binary search method is also proposed to find optimal designs of a linear 
consecutive-Ai-out-of-n system with n < 2k. 
Heuristic method 
The heuristic is that a position with a higher Birnbaum component reliability 
importance should be assigned a component with larger reliability, or in other words, 
the reliability pattern matches the component reliability importance pattern. To test 
the goodness of the heuristic, an exhaustive search was used to find optimal system 
Table 5.1: Invariant optimal designs of linear œnsecutive-fc-out-of-n systems 
k F System G System 
k = 1 (any arrangement) (any arrangement) 
k = 2 (1,71, 3, n — 2, ..., IÎ — 3, 4, n — 1,2) 
Derman, Lieberman, and Ross (Does not exist)" 
2 < k < ^  (Does not exist) 
Malon — < fc < n — 2 
(1, 3, 5, , 2(n — fc) — 1, (any 
arrangement), 2(n — fc),. . . ,  6, 4, 2) 
Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo 
k = n — 2 (1, 4, (any arrangement), 3, 2) 
Malon 
k = n — l (1, (any arrangement), 2) 
Malon 
k = n (any arrangement) (any arrangement) 
"Result developed in this disseration. 
Table 5.2: Invariant optimal designs of circular consecutive-A:-out-of-n systems 
k  F System G System 
k  =  1  (any arrangement) (any arrangement) 
k  =  2  (1, n — 1, 3, n — 3, ..., n — 4, 4, n — 2, 2, n, 1) 
Hwang (Does not exist)® 
(Does not exist)" 
^ < f c < n - 2  (1, 3, 5, ..., n, ..., 6, 4, 2, 1)" 
fc = n — 2 (1, n  — 1, 3, n — 3, ..., n — 4, 4, n — 2, 2, n, 1)" 
& = » — 1 (any arrangement) 
Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo 
(any arrangement) 
Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo 
k  =  n  (any arrangement) (any arrangement) 
"Result developed in this disseration. 
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designs. 
Assume that there are n components with their reliability values known. Initially 
each of the n positions is assigned a component (this assignment is an initial design). 
Then the Birnbaum importance of each component is calculated. If a position, say 
i, has a more reliable component but not a higher importance than another position, 
say j, then these two components exchange their positions. This process continues 
until the importance pattern matches the reliability pattern or no interchange of any 
two components improves system reliability. 
There are two problems in implementing the heuristic method. One is how to 
assign the initial design and the other is how to improve the design if it does not satisfy 
the heuristic condition. A few initial designs and criteria to improve the design are 
compared in order to select a good initial design and a good way to improve the 
current solution, 
Initial Design 1: ( 1, n - 1. 3. n — 3 n — 2, 4, n, 2), the importance pattern of 
a consecutive-2-out-of-n system with i.i.d. components. 
Initial Design 2: (1, 3, 5, ..., n, .... 6, 4, 2), a pattern found to be optimal in 
many cases with exhaustive search. 
Initial Design 3: ( 1, n, 3, n - 2, ..., n - 3, 4, n - 1, 2), the optimal pattern for a 
consecutive-2 out-of-n:F system. 
Initial Design 4: (1, 2, 3, 4 n), a naturally ordered pattern. 
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Heuristic 1: Starting from the least reliable component, the reliability importance 
of this component is compared with the reliability importance of the next more 
reliable component. If the importance of the less reliable component is larger 
than that of the more reliable component, exchange these two components. 
If the system's reliability is improved by this exchange, the exchange is kept. 
Otherwise, the exchange is abolished, and the next more reliable component is 
considered. The process continues until either the reliability pattern matches 
the importance pattern or no more exchange can improve the system's reliabil­
ity. 
Heuristic 2: Starting from the least reliable component, its importance is compared 
with the importances of all the components with higher reliabilities. If this 
component is not the least important one among these components, its posi­
tion is exchanged with the one least important. If the interchange of the two 
components improves system reliability, the interchange is kept, otherwise the 
interchange is abolished and the next more reliable component is considered. 
The process continues until the component importance pattern matches the 
reliability pattern or no more interchanges can improve system reliability. 
Test on regularly generated component reliabilities To test the above 
scenarios and select a better initial solution and a good way to improve system reli­
ability through design, we use the following data: 
n  =  7 ,  G  system 
.4 = 0.1 X z, for i = 1,..., 9 
100 
5 = ^  x i .  f o r  j  =  l . . . . , 2 9  
P i  =  A  +  B  X  ( I  —  1 ) ,  for / = 1,2,..., 7. 
Two hundred and sixty-one sets of component reliabilities were created. For each 
of the 261 sets of components, the optimal system design was obtained with an ex­
haustive search and a best system design was obtained using one of the above two 
heuristics with one of the above four initial designs. All system reliabilities obtained 
were standardized by dividing them by the corresponding real optimal system relia­
bility for that set of components. The results are tabulated in Table 5.3 and Table 
5.4. 
In Tables 5.3 and 5.4 Mean Rel. represents the mean standard reliability for 
the 261 sets of components; Std. Dev. the standard deviation of the 261 standardized 
reliabilities; Min. (Max.) the minimum (maximum) standard system reliability among 
the 261 standardized reliabilities; and Sum the total of the 261 standardized system 
reliabilities. Thus, if the standardized system reliability is 1. this system reliability is 
optimal, and if the standardized system reliability is 0.95. then the system reliability 
given is only 95% of the real optimal system reliability. 
From Table 5.3, it is clear that the closest results were obtained with initial 
design 2. The average reliability provided by this heuristic is 99.98% of the optimal 
design for both k = 2 and k — 3. Even the worst ones are 99.83% (k = 2) and 99.30% 
{k = 3) of the optimal system reliabilities, respectively. The worst average result was 
obtained with initial pattern 4, which provides designs with system reliability about 
99.60% (k = 2) and 98.88% (A: = 3) of the optimal system reliability, respectively. 
From Tables 5.3 and 5.4 we find that Heuristic 1 is slightly better than Heuristic 
Table 5.3: Comparison of initial solutions on op­
timal system design with Heuristic 1 
k Item 1 Mean Rel. Std. Dev. Min. Max. 1 Sum 
k = 2 
Optimal 1 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 i 261.0000 
Initial 1 ! 0.9974 0.0066 0.9583 1.0000 ! 260.3331 
Initial 2 1 0.9998 0.0003 0.9983 1.0000 i 260.9452 
Initial 3 0.9971 0.0054 0.9744 1 1.0000 i 260.2345 
Initial 4 1 0.9960 0.0085 0.9583 ! 1.0000 ! 259.9656 
Optimal 1 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1 261.0000 
k = 3 Initial 2 | 0.9998 0.0008 0.9930 i 1.0000 I 260.9381 
Initial 4 i 0.9888 0.0222 0.9134 1 1.0000 i 258.0748 1 
Table 5.4: Comparison of initial solutions on op­
timal system design with Heuristic 2 
k Item Mean Rel. Std. Dev. Min. ! Max. , Sum 
k = 2 Optimal 1 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 i 261.0000 
Initial 1 I 0.9968 0.0064 0.9686 1.0000 ! 260.1520 
k = 3 Optimal 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1 1.0000 i 261.0000 
Initial 2 j 0.9998 0.0008 0.9930 1.0000 1 260.9371 
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2. For k = 2 with initial design 1. the system's reliability obtained with Heuristic 1 is 
99.74% of the optimal system reliability on the average, while the system's reliability 
obtained with Heuristic 2 is 99.68% of the optimal system reliability on the average. 
As a result, we selected Heuristic 1 and initial design 2 as our heuristic method. 
Further discussions are provided below. 
Test on component sets randomly generated In order to further investi­
gate the heuristic method and measure its performance for both F and G systems, 
100 sets of components of size n (n = T or 8) were generated with a random number 
generator. For example, one set of components of size 7 have reliabilities 0.102167, 
0.152044, 0.1526.53, 0.171663, 0.3933-35, 0.595.365, and 0.759706. These components 
were numbered in a non-decreasing order of their reliabilities. Thus, for the example 
set of components we have 
1 Comp no. 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 i 6 ! 7 
1 1 Î Comp rel. | 0.102167 0.152044 ! 0.152653 ! 0.171663 0.393335 ! 0.595365 1 0.759706 
For each of the 100 sets of randomly generated components, the heuristic was 
applied to find the sub-optimal solutions, and then an exhaustive search was used to 
find the optimal solutions. The results are tabulated in Table 5.5. From the table we 
see that the heuristic provides solutions with 96.9% of the optimal system reliability 
on the average for an F system with k = 3 and n = 7. For the G system or larger 
n values, the solutions are better. For example, for n = 8 and k = 3 the solution is 
99.99% of the real optimal on the average. 
Since most commercial products have a relatively high component reliability, 
we assumed that the component reliabilities were in the range of (0.8, 0.99). One 
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Table 5.5: Test results on 100 sets of randomly 
generated component reliabilities in 
range of (0.1) 
1 
n n n = 8 
system Item k •= 2 I k = i k = 2 1 k = 3 
Mean Rel. 1 0.969 1 0.9999 
F Min. 1 0.505 j 0.9983 
Max. ! 1.000 1 1.0000 
Mean Rel. 0.998 1 0.999 0.9986 1 0.9987 
G Min. 0.977 ; 0.988 0.9775 i 0.9887 
Max. 1.000 ! 1.000 1.0000 1 1.0000 
hundred sets of component reliabilities of sizes 7 and 8 in this range were generated. 
The optimal solutions and heuristic solutions were found. They are tabulated in 
Table 5.6. From the tabulated data, we can see the heuristic is very good. It gives a 
solution that is over 99% of the optimal solution on the average. 
Table 5.6: Test results on 100 sets of randomly 
generated component reliabilities in 
range of (0.8.0.99) 
n n = 7 ; n = 8 
system i Item k = 2 \ k = Z \ k — 2 ' k = 3 ' 












F 1 Min. 1 0.998 | 0.998 ! 
i Max. 1 1.000 1 1.000 1 
j Mean Rel. , 1.000 j 1.000 1.000 1.000 ! 
G j Min. 1.000 | 0.998 j 1.000 0.999 1 
j Max. 1.000 1.000 1 1.000 1.000 1 
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Randomization method 
The exhaustive search method enumerates all possible system configurations and 
finds the configuration with maximum system reliability. For a linear consecutive-^-
out-of-n system, the number of configurations to compare is n!/2/t!/2 considering 
symmetry and the necessary conditions of optimal system design. For a circular 
consecutive-&-out-of-n system, the number of configurations to compare is (n — 1)!. 
The methodology of the randomization method is to compare only a limited 
number of possible configurations instead of all. and choose the best one among these 
configurations. The closeness of the solution obtained with this method depends 
upon the number of configurations compared and the quality of the random number 
generator. The larger the number of the configurations compared, the better the 
solution obtained, and also the longer the computation time. 
The steps of implementation of this method are: 
1. .Arrange components in ascending order of their reliabilities. 
2. Generate a random permutation of integer numbers from 1 to n. 
3. Rearrange the left k  numbers in ascending order and the right k  numbers in 
descending order for a linear consecutive-fc-out-of-ra system. 
4. Compute the system's reliability with the configuration in previous steps. 
5. If enough permutations have been generated, then stop; otherwise, go back to 
step 1. 
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Binary search method 
For the optimal system design of a general linear consecutive-t-out-of-n system, 
we have discussed a heuristic method and a randomization method obtaining at least 
suboptimal solutions. These two methods may be used for any consecutive-k-out-of-n 
system, but the shortcoming is that it cannot guarantee optimal solutions. 
In order to obtain the real optimal solution of a general consecutive-t-out-of-n 
system an enumeration method must be used, unless there exists an invariant optimal 
design. The complexity of an enumeration method is n!. In the following, a binary 
search method is proposed to find the optimal solution for the linear consecutive-A;-
o u t - o f - r a : F  s y s t e m s  w i t h  n / 2  <  k  <  n .  
The rational for the method is based upon the necessary conditions for the op­
timal design of a linear consecutive-t-out-of-n system, that is, the leftmost k compo­
n e n t s  s h o u l d  b e  o r d e r e d  i n  a  n o n - d e c r e a s i n g  o r d e r  o f  t h e i r  r e l i a b i l i t y ,  t h e  r i g h t m o s t  k  
components should be ordered in a non-increasing order of their reliability, and the 
overlapped components may be ordered in any order. 
For a consecutive-A;-out-of-n:F system with k  =  n / 2  and n  is even, apparently 
at least one of positions k and A: 4- 1 should have the most reliable component. From 
this position leftward and rightward, the remaining components should be ordered in 
a non-increasing order of component reliabilities. 
For a consecutive-A'-out-of-fi system with k  >  n / 2 ,  apparently positions n  —  k  —  1  
through k should have the 2k — n most reliable components arranged in any order. 
Then, the remaining components are assigned to the positions on the left and on the 
right in a non-increasing order of their reliabilities from the central 2A: — n positions. 
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The complexity of this method is C( ' 2 ( n  —  k ) ,  n -  k )  ( the number of combinations 
o f  ' 2 { n  —  k )  t a k e n  n  —  A ;  a t  a  t i m e )  f o r  n  <  2 k ,  a n d  C ( n  —  1 ,  A :  —  1 )  f o r  r  =  2 k .  
Summary 
This study developed a heuristic method for optimal design of a general linear 
consecutive-A:-out-of-n system. The heuristic provides very close-to-optimal solutions. 
A binary search method was presented to find optimal designs of a linear consecu-
tive-t-out-of-n system with n < 2k. Invariant optimal designs for linear and circular 
consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems were identified and the theories on optimal design of 
consecutive-A;-out-of- n systems were completed. 
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CHAPTER 6. CASE STUDIES 
Two examples of consecutive-fc-out-of-n:G systems are presented in this chapter 
to illustrate the applications of the results of optimal system designs reported in 
Chapter 5. One is a linear consecutive-^-out-of-n:G system and the other is a circular 
consecutive-Â;-out-of-n:G system. Though reliability is the measure of performance 
that has been discussed in this dissertation, the same concept and methods can be 
used for similar measures of performance like system availability. 
A Sea Port 
An example of a linear consecutive-A,'-out-of-n:G system is a sea port with n 
berths of standard size for ships to dock. The berths are numbered consecutively 
from 1 to n. A regular ship entering the port needs one berth for cargo loading and 
unloading. However, if a large ship enters the port, k (k < n) consecutive berths are 
needed because of its size and loading and unloading facilities involved. In this case, 
if there are at least k consecutive berths available in the port, the ship can enter the 
port for service. Otherwise, the ship cannot come into the port and must wait in 
the sea until there are k consecutive berths available. Much cost is involved for the 
ship to wait out of the port. The problems of interest are how to evaluate the system 
availability (the probability that such a large ship can enter the port without delay) 
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and how to operate the port to maximize such a probability. 
Let us assume that the number of berths in the port is seven, a large ship takes 
four consecutive berths, and on the average 3.5 berths are in use at any time (i.e., the 
port's utilization factor is 50%). If we further assume that the utilization factors of 
the berths are identical, then we have a linear consecutive-3-out-of-7:G system with 
the following system parameters: 
n  =  7  
A; = 4 
3.5 . , ? = — = 0.5 
p  =  I  -  q  =  0.5. 
where q  is the berth utilization factor and p  is the berth availability. 
Using Formula (4.11), the system availability is calculated below. 
4 , 3 .  ,  
Ag(T;4) = Ep - EP'' = P 
i = l  i = l  
= O.S'^ X (4 - 3 X 0.5) = 0.15625. 
In other words, if the port's utilization factor is 50% and the port is managed such 
that the seven berths are equally utilized, then the system's availability is 0.15625. 
i.e., a large ship has a probability of about 0.16 to enter the port without delay. 
The Birnbaum importances of all the berths are calculated with Formula (3.49) and 
tabulated in Table 6.1. From the table we can see that berth 4 is the most important 
one and the berths become more important as their positions are closer to berth 4. 
This means that the berths in the middle are the ones whose availabilities should 
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be increased first in order to increase the system's availability the most. Another 
phenomenon observed from the table is that berth importance is symmetric to the 
middle position of the line of berths. 
Table 6.1: Berth availability importances when 
the berths are i.i.d. 
Berth No. j .Availability Importance i Importance Rank 
1 1 0.5 0.0625 1 4 
2 i 0.5 0.1250 1 3 
3 ; 0.5 1 0.1875 j 2 
4 1 0.5 0.3125 i 1 
5 1 0.5 0.1875 i 2 
6 1 0.5 0.1250 3 
7 1 0.5 0.0625 i 4 
Now consider the case when the berths are not equally utilized, e.g., there are 
seven different utilization factors to be assigned to the seven berths such that the 
average number of berths in use is still 3.5. A set of berth availabilities satisfying 
such a condition is presented in ascending order in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2: A set of berth availabilities 
i  
1 2 3 14 15 6 7 
!  P | / ]  0.35 0.4 0.45 1 0.5 i 0.55 !  1 0.6 0.65 
!  ' " ' i l  0,65 0.6 0.55 1 0.5 j  0.45 0.4 0.35 
With the berth availabilities given in Table 6.2, there is a problem of assigning 
them to different berths such that the system's availability is maximized. .According 
to Kuo, Zhang, and Zuo [49], there exist invariant optimal configurations for the 
consecutive-4-out-of-7:G system, since A = 4 > ^ = 3.5. With the assumption that 
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the berth availabilities are already numbered in ascending order of their reliabilities 
as in Table 6.2, the invariant optimal arrangements for a linear consecutive-t-out-of-
M:CT system with k > n/2 are to put the odd numbered components starting from 
one end in ascending order, to put the even numbered components starting from the 
other end in ascending order, and to put the components remaining to the 2k — n 
positions in the middle in any order. Applying this general rule to this example, we 
have the following invariant optimal configuration. 
li-= (1.3,5,7,6.4.2). (6.1) 
Therefore. 
Pi = 0.35 
P2 = 0.45 
pg = 0.55 
P4 = 0.65 
Pô =0 .6  
PQ = 0.5 
pj = 0.4. 
The system's availability with the optimal configuration in Equation (6.1) is 0.213135. 
We can see that the new arrangement guarantees that the berths in the middle have 
larger availabilities. By managing the port this way, the management has increased 
the port's availability from 0.15625 to 0.213135, a 36.4% increase without decreasing 
the port's utilization factor. The berth availability importances with the optimal 
I l l  
arrangement in Equation (6.1) are tabulated in Table 6.3. It is still true that the 
berths in the middle have larger availability importances. Thus, it will benefit the 
management the most if the availabilities of the berths in the middle are further 
increased. 
Table 6.3: Berth availability importances with op­
timal arrangement 
: Berth No. Availability Importance Importance Rank 
1 0.35 0.064.3.503 7 
2 0.45 0.157.3001 5 
3 0.55 0.2457000 3 
4 0.65 0.3279000 1 
•5 0.6 0.2613812 2 
' 6 0.5 0.1881750 4 
7 0.4 0.0877500 6 
In summary, for the cases where n < '2k, our suggestion to the management of 
the port is to assign regular ships to the berths at two ends and leave the berths in 
the middle less utilized as much as possible. The berths in the middle are saved in 
case a large ship that needs four consecutive berths arrives. In this way, the system 
availability for a large ship is maximized. 
If a large ship needs two consecutive berths available, instead of four, to en­
ter the port, then there does not exist any invariant optimal arrangement of berth 
availabilities, since /? = 2 < ^ = 3.5 according to Theorem 5 in Chapter 5. The 
optimal arrangement depends on the values of the berth availabilities. The only way 
to determine the optimal solution for a set of berth availabilities in this case is to 
enumerate all possible arrangements that satisfy the necessary conditions of optimal 
solution .491. The enumeration method is used for this example and the optimal 
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solution found is 
li' = (1,3,4.5, 7,6,2), 
and the optimal system availability is 0.77356875. Table 6.4 lists the top five config­
urations and their corresponding system availabilities. 
Table 6.4: Top five configurations from data in 
Table 6.2 
! Rank Configuration System Availability j 
i 1 (1,3.4,5,7,6,2) 0.773568750 , 
i 2 (1,3.4.6,7,5,2) 0.773.507500 
' 3 (1,3,5,7,6,4,2) 0.77.3229375 
1 4 (1,4,3,5,7,6,2) 0.772956250 
i 5 (1,3,6,7,5.4,2) 0.772901250 
If the system size is very large, it is impossible to use the enumeration method. 
The heuristic method discussed in Chapter 5 may be used to obtain sub-optimal 
solutions. Applying the heuristic method to this example, we have obtained a con­
figuration of (1, 3, 5. 7, 6, 4. 2) and the system availability is 0.773229. This result 
is very close to the real optimal solution (99.956% of the real optimal solution). It is 
the third best solution (see Table 6.4). 
The randomization method may also be used to obtain a suboptimal solution. 
The closeness of the solution obtained to the optimal solution depends on the number 
of random configurations evaluated. With m denoting the number of random config­
urations generated in this example, three cases were considered, m = 10, m = 100, 
and m = 1000. For each case, 10 runs were made. The best configuration and system 
availability and the average system availability for each case were obtained and are 
listed in Table 6.5. We see that the best solution of 10 runs in the cases of both 
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m = 100 and m = 1000 are the real optimal. However, on the average, the three 
cases provides configurations with 99.33%, 99.92%, and 99.99% of the real optimal 
system availability. 
Table 6.5: Results obtained with the randomization method 
1  m  j Average Availability 
j 1 & Its % of Real Optimal 
Best Availability j Best Pattern 
I 10 1 0.768376 
! ! 99.93 
0.772901250 (1,3,6,7,5,4,2) 







0.773568750 j (1.3,4,5.7,6.21 
Photograph Techniques in a Nuclear Accelerator 
To analyze the acceleration activities that happen in a nuclear accelerator, high 
speed cameras are used to take pictures of the action. Because of the speed of the 
action and the cost involved in implementing such an experiment, the photographing 
system must be very reliable and accurate. To ensure the proper functioning and the 
quality of the pictures taken, a circular consecutive-A:-out-of-n:G system of cameras is 
used. A set of n cameras are installed around the accelerator and if and only if at least 
k consecutive cameras work properly can the photographing system work properly. 
The problems of interest are the calculation of the reliability of the photographing 
system and the optimal design of the system if cameras of different reliabilities are 
used. 
Assume the following parameters for the circular consecutive-Â:-out-of-n:G sys-
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tern: 
n = I 
k = 3 
p = 0.8 
q = 0.2. 
Then the system's reliability is calculated below with Formula (4.15): 
i = l ( = 1 
= 7 X 0.8^ - 7 < 0.8^ ^ O.s" 
== 0.9265. 
The component importances are all equal to 0.134144. The sensitivities of the system 
reliability to all component reliabilities are identical. The improvement of any single 
component has an equal effect on the system's reliability. 
Table 6.6: A set of camera reliabilities 
Number 1 2 3 4 i 5 6 1 7 ! 
1 Reliability 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 ; 0.85 j 0.9 ! 0.95 | 
Assume that there are seven numbered cameras with different reliabilities, as 
tabulated in Table 6.6. As shown in the table, camera 1 has the lowest reliability and 
camera 7 has the highest reliability. The way these cameras are arranged around the 
accelerator will make a difference in a system's reliability. .According to Kuo, Zhang, 
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and Zuo |49j. the invariant optimal configuration for a circular consecutive-A'-out-of-
n:G with k > {n - l)/2 is 
f = (1, 3.5,..., 2(n — A') - 1, (any arrangement), 2(;? — 6.4.2.1). (6.2) 
For the example in this study, k  =  ^  >  ( n  —  l)/2 = 3. therefore, the optimal 
arrangement of the cameras is 
u ' =  (  1 . 3 . 5 .  7 . 6 . 4 , 2 ,  1 ) .  ( 6 . 3 )  
Therefore, 
Pi = 0.65 
P2 = 0.75 
P3 = 0.85 
P4 = 0.95 
= 0.90 
PQ = 0.80 
pj = 0.70. 
Figure 6.1 shows the optimal arrangement of cameras around the accelerator. The 
system's reliability with the optimal design in Equation (6.3) is 0.9488. By arranging 
the cameras this way, the system's reliability is maximized. 
The camera reliability importances with the optimal design are tabulated in 
Table 6.7. From Table 6.7 we see that a camera with higher reliability also has a 
higher importance. This reminds us to use the same heuristic idea to find sub-optimal 




Figure 6.1: The optimal arrangement of cameras 
Table 6.7; Camera reliability importances with 
the optimal design 
Position Reliability Importance 
1 0.65 0.0508600 
2 0.75 0.0557120 
3 0.85 0.0765400 
4 0.95 0.1105621 
5 0.90 0.0901975 
6 0.80 0.0637691 
7 0.70 0.0545575 
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Table 6.8: The top five configurations from data 
in Table 6.6 
Rank Reliability Configuration 
1 0.995082937 ( 1  2  3  4  6  7  5  1 ) :  
2 11995068562 ( 1  2  5  7  6  4  3  1 ) '  
3 0.99.5041062 ( 1  2  6  7  5  4  3  1 ) 1  
4 0.995016687 ( 1  2  4  3  6  7  5  1 ) 1  
5 0.995007312 ( 1  2  4  3  5  7  6  1 ) :  
To show the application of the heuristic method to a circular consecutive-^-
out-of-n:G system where invariant optimal configurations do not exist, assume k = 
2. According to Theorem 7 in Chapter .5, no invariant optimal configurations exist 
because = 2 < (n - l)/2 = .3. The actual optimal configuration is component 
reliability dependent. 
Using the component reliability data in Table 6.6, the optimal solution is ob­
tained with the enumeration method for comparison with the sub-optimal solutions 
obtained with other methods. The optimal configuration is (1,2.3,4,6,7,5) and the cor­
responding system reliability is 0.995083. The top five configurations are tabulated 
in Table 6.8. 
The heuristic method described in Chapter 5 is used. The result is shown in 
Table 6.9. As shown in the table, the best configuration obtained is (1, 2, 5, 7, 6, 4, 
3, 1) and the corresponding system's reliability is 0.995069. Compared with the real 
optimal solution, the heuristic provides a solution that is 99.9986% of the optimal 
solution in this case, practically no difference with the real optimal exists at all. 
The randomization method may also be used to obtain sub-optimal solutions. 
For the case of the circular system, the method randomly generates configurations 
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: Pattern I  Com. Rel. ; Com. Imp. j  
1 0.65 i  0.0080.36 
2 0.75 i  0.008130 
.3 0.85 j  0.014663 
4 0.95 ! 0.024477 
5 0.90 ; 0.019262 
6 0.80 : 0.010384 
7 0.70 1 0.010066 
Table 6.10: Sub-optimal solution obtained with 
the randomization method 
i Average Reliability Best Reliability Best Pattern 
: 10 0.994560 0.995041 ( 1  3  4  5  7  6  3 ) :  
i 100 0.995019 0.995069 (2 1 3 4 6 7 5) 
i 700 0.99.5082 0.99.5083 ( 1  2  3  4  6  7  5 ) ;  
and calculates the corresponding system reliability. The best solution of a certain 
number of configurations specified is used as a sub-optimal solution. The solutions 
obtained with this method are presented in Table 6.10. With m denoting the number 
of random configurations evaluated, three cases were considered, m = 10, m = 100, 
and m = TOO. For each case, 10 runs were made. The best configuration, system 
reliability, and the average system reliability for each case are obtained and listed in 
Table 6.10. For the case of m = 700 the real optimal was reached. However, the 
average system reliability obtained in each case was 99.95%, 99.99%, and 100.00% of 
the real optimal reliability, respectively. 
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Summary 
The examples discussed in this chapter provide applications of the system's relia­
bility or availability evaluation and optimal system design of both linear and circular 
consecutive-A;-out-of-n:G systems. With the theories developed in this dissertation 
and proper application (as shown in this chapter), the most benefit could be achieved. 
In the cases where there are no invariant optimal configurations, the heuristic method 
provides a quick way to obtain close-to-optimal solutions. 
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This research studies two special systems: A;-out-of-n systems (F & G) and con­
secutive-k-out-of-n systems (F fc G). A ^'-out-of-n:F system fails if and only if at 
least k of its n components fail. A A;-out-of-n:G system is good if and only if at least 
k  o f  i t s  n  c o m p o n e n t s  a r e  g o o d .  A .  c o n s e c u t i v e - t - o u t - o f - n i F  s y s t e m  i s  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  n  
ordered components such that the system works if and only if less than k consecutive 
components fail. .A consecutive-t-out-of- n :G system consists of an ordered sequence 
of n components such that the system works if and only if at least k consecutive 
components in the system are good. The consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems are further 
divided into linear systems and circular systems corresponding to the cases that the 
components are ordered along a line and a circle, respectively. 
After the reliability evaluation of the A-out-of-n systems and the reliability eval­
uation and optimal design of the consecutive-A-out-of-n systems were reviewed, the 
properties of these systems were further investigated in this research. A set of special 
system reliability formulas were developed. The Sum of Disjoint Path method was 
used to develop the reliabiUty formula for a linear consecutive-A;-out-of-n:G system. 
Next, this research concentrated on the optimal design of the consecutive-Â!-out-
of-n systems. An arrangement of components is optimal if it maximizes the system's 
reliability. An optimal arrangement is invariant if it depends only on the ordering 
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of component reliabilities and not their actual values. All n and k combinations 
of linear and circular consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems were studied. Theorems were 
developed to identify invariant optimal designs of some consecutive systems if they 
existed. Other theorems were provided to prove that there were no invariant optimal 
configurations for other consecutive systems. The complete theories for the optimal 
system design of the consecutive-t-out-of-n systems were accomplished. 
For those systems where invariant optimal designs do not exist a heuristic method 
was provided to find approximate optimal solutions. The randomization method was 
used to compare performances of the heuristic method. Two examples of consecu-
tive-t-out-of-niG systems were provided to illustrate uses of the theoretical results 
developed in this research. 
Research in the area of consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems may be done further. 
Some special consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems have been presented by other researchers. 
These special systems may be investigated more deeply, Most of current research has 
used single values of component and system reliabilities. Distributions of component 
reliabilities and system reliability may be assumed and investigated. The methods 
and ideas from the research of consecutive-A;-out-of-n systems may be adapted to 
other special systems. 
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